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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentuck , Thursday, August 10, 1950

ty's lightest
Is Cast In
ary Saturday

LOCAL SCOUTERS AT CAMP'OGG

etttS Carries 22 Of
County's Precincts
re Only A Total Of
Votes Were Cast

MAYOR CONGRATULATES V.F.W. HEAD

County Authorizes
Third Bond Issue
For New Hospital

Officials Of County
And City Attend A
Special Meeting Of
Organization Monday

ks,

e of the lightest votes ever
the county, Governor
C. Clements and Judge
I. Dawson took an early
hich was never threatenthe full six-year Senate
d the unexpired term now
Senator Garrett Withers
ointment in the primary
cId Saturday.
Stewart, judge of Mccounty, defeated sludge
Smith of Hopkinsville for
ntucky Court of Appeals in
rst Appellate District in
ii by, a vote of 396 to 212.
t carried 14 of the 18
s involved with a total
votes to Smith's 9,956
district.
880 votes were cast in
11 county in the off-year
y with 644 being Demoand 236 Republican. One
on precinct only tallied
ts.
ents carried 22 of the
's 25 precincts with a to434 votes while his nearest
nt, George Glenn Hatcher,
d 175. James L. Delk of
sville polled 18 votes and
E. McQueary 17 in Cald-

Local V. F. W. Is
Recognized As The
State' s Best Post

Number 6

Fiscal Court Rejects
Aetna Oil Company Bid
Of $75 A Month Rental
On Hitch-Rack Lot

"Veterans of Foreign Wars
The Caldwell county fiscal
Pose No. 5595, Princeton, is reccourt;•a-regular session here
ognized as the best in Kentucky
Tuesday, authorized a $60,000
for its civic work and the promobond issue to provide necessary
tion of Americanism," Ralph
funds to complete the Caldwell
Kevil, senior viee-commander of
County War Memorial Hospital •
the Military Order of the Cooties
for approval of the voters in the
for the State of Kentucky,.told
general election to be held Tuesthe members and guests of the ,
day, November 6, Judge William
local VFW Post at a special meetG. Pickering announced Wednesing called Monday night.
day.
The special meeting was held
In another action, the court rein the VFW home at 9 p.m., with
jected a bid made by M. T. Stewa large number of city, county
art as agent for the Aetna Oil
and state officials and their wives
,
Company for the 20-year lease of
as guests. C. R. Baker, senior vicePictured above is a group of local scouts and their
scoutmas- commander
the hitchrack lot on West Marters who recently spent a week at Camp Hogg, which
for the State of Kenis Ricated
ket and North Harrison streets.
tucky, addressed the group exnear Owensboro. First row: (left to right) Al Smith,
Bill Smith,
ç
County
Clerk John B. Morgan
V
Phil L. Higgins, Malcom Ray Hammonds, Hubert Owen
plaining the principles that the
Kelly and
was authorized to advertise for
VFW represents.
Billy Lynn Barrett. Second row: (left to right) James
.
Hubbard,
new bids for the rental of the
4•
Jack Henry, Oscar Mitckell, James Lee Bowman, Johnny
Mr. Kevil, in his address, •...
-- —
Jake and
property Judge Pickering added.
John Paul Morse, commander of V. F. W. Post No. 5595, shown above (t
Richard Lewis. Third row: Gene Barrett, scoutmaster;
pointed
out
that
the
Princeton
rd
hi
left,
from
Lynn
Approval of the $60,000 bond .
standing) is being congratulated by Mayor Clif on Hollowell shortly_after, Morse
Halpaine, Bubs Harralson, Joe Weeks, scoutmaster, and
Military
Order
of
Cooties
the
was
4vas
presented a issue will provide funds for
Charles
the
Babb, scoutmaster, and .James Cook.
thz only Pup Tent in the state plaque in recognition Of the organization's civic work and promotion of Americanism. C. R. completion
of the hospital, and
which received recognition from Baker first man from the left, standirrg, pre ented the plaque, which he received from Nation- at the
same time, will relieve the
the national organization for do- al Commander Clyde A. Lewis, at a special meet ng of the V. F. W. Post here Monday night. Baker city and
Jones & Sons Win Top
county of the emergency
ing hospital work in Kentucky, is V. F. W. senior vice-commander for Kentucky. Ralph Kevil, senior vice-commander of the Mil- obligation
now resting on the taxitary
Order
of
the
Honors At Mule Show
Cooties
for
Kentucky,
is shown standing at the extreme right. Guests at payers
and that State Commander Ed
guaranteeing payment of
the
meeting
Monday
were
county
and city offi
Young had declared Princeton
At Union County Fair
that amount, it was pointed out.
Wylie Jones and Sons showed Pup Tent No. 13 as the best in
The city council and fiscal
the grand champion two-year old Kentucky. It was also stated that
court voted to guarantee joint• Entrance Age; Tuition
mule and took other top honors at John Paul Morse, commander of
payment of the $60,000 in order
Rates Are Established; the Union County Fair held in the Princeton Post, was presentthat construction on the hospital
with
ed
a
plaque
National
by
Sturgis Friday.'
could be carried on without in- .
the Republican primary Faculty To Meet Sept. 1
Other prizes won by Mr. Jones, Commander Clyde A. Lewis at
terruption. Approval of the bond
Dawson carried 22 of the
Princeton schools will open sons William and Bernard, in- the convention in Lexington in
issue will not affect either city
Seven of the 33 boys and girls
The 4-H Club members attend- Action Deferred On
ints and tied in one other Tuesday, September 5, and the cluded the reserve champion June in recognition of its first
or county tax rates but will exfrom Caldwell county attending ing included Betty Sue Jones, Sue
tutal of 192 votes. James annual faculty meeting of Butler three-year old; best pair of mules place in the state.
New Tax; Businessmen
tend maturity dates of the bonds
Brown polled 34 and and East Side teachers will be any age, first and second;
The Princeton Post has receiv- the annual 4-H Club camp at Mur- Wadlington, Delores Creasey,
onefrom 1971 to 1976, it w as exE. Whittle 10 votes in held at Butler auditorium on Fri- year old mule, first; two-year old ed additional honors, having two ray State College campus last Hazel Swatzell, Anna Neal, Helen Invited To Discussion
plained.
ntsy.
day, September 1, beginning at mule first, second and third; state officers who belong to the week were recognized as 'star Grace Boitnott, Marion Joy
Police fines collected In July
campers" for their leadership and Young, Eunice May Young, ShelTwo-thirds of the voters must
totaled $1,203.50 and replevin
the state's unofficial tab- 10 .a.m., Supt. Rue! W. Cairnes three-year old mule, first and post, C. R. Baker, senior vice- cooperation
Millard M.z..xey, as- by Jean Kennady, Jeanette bonds were $597
for the month. approve the bond issue in Novirtually complete, Dem- ennounced.
second and four-year old mule, commander of Kentucky, azid
Ralph Kevil, senior vice-comman- sistant county agent, announced. Swatzell, Florence Dunn, Yvonne Receipts for July were $20,571.41 vember to relieve the taxpayers
Gov. Earle Clements and
In stating a number of policies first place.
The four members honored as Reese, David Dunbar, Benny with disbursements of $8,182.71 of the current obligations, it was
The
local
ican Charles I Dawson adopted by the board of educafarmers a n d mule der of the Order of the Cooties.
senior
"star campers" were Mashburn, Charles Drennan Hen- reports at the city council meet- pointed out. A second bond issue
John
Paul
Morse
has
been
selecttheir earlier margins in tion at the last regular meeting, breeders also won first place for
authorized by the county failed
Anna Neal, Delwes Creasey, ry Traylor, George Drennan, ing Monday night stated.
te, each of whom defeated it was announced that children the best pair of two-year old ed as one of five from Kentucky
to pass by 50 votes last November.
Benny Mashburn and Robert Sey- Marsh Clift, Paul Phelps, Ralph
opponents. The unofficial entering school for the first time mules; first in the best pair of to serve on the national conferCity collections for July are the
Work on the hospital is exmore. Marsh Clift, Jeannette Anderson, Richard Gray, Randell
ions, with but a few miss- must be six years of age on or three-year olds, and first and ence committee at the national
largest of the year because of pected
to be completed in OctoSwatzell a n d Charles Hubbard Phelps, Jimmy Harper, Charles
the special discount on taxes durecincts showed these re- before October 5, 1950, to be eli- second place in the show for the convention in Chicago during the
last week of August, it was stated. were named as junior "star camp- Prince, Jerry Cravens, Williart ing the month, the city clerk ber and equipment and material
beat pair of mules any age.
n the Democratic senator- gible to attend classes.
for its operation will be purchased
R. Clift, Robert Seymore, Jimmy pointed out.
Dr. B. L. Keene' paid tribute to ers", it was stated.
A pair of mules was sold by
• in the state:
rates for children not
ON
rt.
in the near future, Thomas J.
The 33 CaldWell county boys Wallace James Hubbard, David
rin the `PrIncetonViltricf the group to Henry Clay Allen of the VFW Poet, stating that since
Long
Short
No action was taken on the pro- Simmons, chairman of the buildTerm
ates
Term for the 1950-51 term will be $72 Paris, Ky., for a large but undis- its organization in 1946 the post and girls were among 340 4-H CrenshaW, Carol Murphy, Ron- posed sewer and occupational tax ing committee,
said.
bought and paid for the home members from 12 West Kentucky ald Hooks, and Shelby Sigler.
Is
112,757 105,086 annually for students at Butler closed price, it was stated.
reported by committees named by
'Mr. Simmons called attention
The boys and girls were group- Mayor Hollowell last week.
Mr. Jones and Sons have taken and bought a ball park which counties who returned home Fri40,158 34 941 High School (grades 9-12) and
Fur- to the fact that approximatel
y
ary
4,786
4,454 $45 annually for pupils in ele- a number of top prizes at the the public has been invited to day. The group, accompanied by ed into eight tribes on arrival at ther study of the proposals will
R.
A.
Mabry,
use
county
as
a
agent;
Wilcamp
and
playground.
were
judged
Dr.
Kentucky
each
day be made and merchants and bus- -$11,000 in pledges made to the
Keeney
State Fair in previous
3,778 mentary grades (grades 1-8), it
4,158
years and are planning to enter further stated that the post is ma Vandiver, home agent; Bar- and given points based on their inessmen of the town are invited hospital fund has not been paid
Its of the Republican sena- was stated.
Tuition at Dotson High School the competition there again this operating a conces.ion on Kentuc- bara Oliva., assistant home agent, ability to win in competitive to appear before the council next and that it is vital tc the prograin
primary in the state:
of the organization that these obky Lake, providing an excellent and Millard Maxey, assistant games and sports. Tribe No. 7, Monday night
Short (grades 9-12) were established at year.
Long
to discuss the pro- ligations
be met as soon as posfishing place for the public, and county agent, left Princeton Mon- with Jimmy Wallace of Butler posals.
ales
Term
Term $45 per year and elementary
sible. An intensjve effort will be
senior club as leader, won a blue
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Solley that all profits have been re-in- day, July 31.
36,339 33,686 grades (1 8) were set at $36.
Conway Lacy offered his resig- made to collect all pledges by
ribbon. Tribe No. 4, with Anna
Private students must pay the of Princeton are among the 6,081 vested in some project for the
5,352
nation as a member of the volun- October 1, he added.
Neal of the Butler junior club as
3,810 tuition for the first half of the students enrolled for the regular welfare of the county or donated 60 Men Called For
teer fire department to devote
In the only sealed bid received
their squaw, won a red ribbon.
year when registering and stu- summer session at Indiana Uni- to charity.
Army Exams This Month
more time to his business. Mayor
The Rev. Joe Callender poi Led
by the court for the lease of the
Benny Mashburn, Otter Pond
Billy J. Franklin, Farm- dents owing for tuition last year versity, the college announces.
Two additional calls for men
Hollowell
expressed
regret
at
hitchrack lot Mr. Stewart offercommunity, won a yellow ribbon
Mrs. Solley is the former Nan- out that the charitable work drre fer the Armed
e, has returned from King- must pay all past-due installments
losing Mr. Lacy's services as a
Forces from Draft
ed a monthly rental of $75 for
Okla., where he spent part Prior to entering school this cy Catlett, daughter of Mrs. S. 0. by the organization would sound Board No. 9 comprising Caldwell, with his tribe, Maxey said.
faithful member of the fire dethe 20-year period and agreed
astounding to s o m e, mentioning
Catlett, Hopkinsville street.
term, it was explained.
In outlining the activities of the partment.
summer,
Lyon and Crittenden counties
that the VFW had bought an oxythat Aetna Oil Company would
local
members,
Maxey
s
a
id
have
been
made,
a
member of the
construct a modern service stagen tent for the hospital, had do"These boys and girls were inREPUBLICANS
DEMOCRATS
board announced.
nated to the Caldwell County
tion on the lot which would respired with the many opportuni- Kiwanians Make Tour
SENATOR
SENATOR
Five men have been called for
Welfare Fund, and is boosting
ties of country life and were Of New County Hospital vert to the county at the end of
JUDG El Unexpired
Regular the Chamber of Commerce now examination on August 17 and taught to live better and enjoy
Program of the local Kiwanis the 20-year period. No renewal
55 more will be called for August
nexpired Term Regular Term
being formed in the county.
Term
Tenn
more the things about them. They Club at the organization's regu- option was considered in the bid,
Commonwealth's Attorney Al- 23, it was stated.
received practical instructions in lar weekly meeting here Wed- Judge Pickering said.
Lisanby also lauded the efvin
agriculture, home economics na- nesday consisted of a tour of
4
4)
C)
forts of the veterans' organin- Democrats To Elect
Mrs. G. W. Boynton, Tallature study and handicraft work Caldwell County War Memorial
tions in the attempt to promote
during the forenoon, and play and Hospital. Members of the club hassee, Florida, is visiting he r
Commission
er
Saturday
ideas for the betterment of the
%
recreational activities in the af- were divided into small groups daughter, Mrs. Mary Lou Keeney
0
The Caldwell county Democra4,4
community.
`ernoon and evenings."
5
0
with John Mahan, Howard Mc- Crawford.
1
Other city, county and state of- tic executive committee will meet "They were given the opportun- Connell, Jewell
5
E.
Creasey and Tom
En
ficials made short remarks, com- in the county court room here on ity to broaden their
acquaintance, Simmons acting as guides.
be
plimenting the local post. Mrs. Saturday, August 12 at 2 p.m., acquire knowledge, learn
the spir0
Alvin Lisanby, past president of for the purpose of electing a coun- it of cooperation,
and develop at- ALL DAY SERVICE SET
6
QUESTION
the American Legion Auxiliary, ty commissioner, Dr. B. L. Keen- titudes that , will help
An all day service will be held
them
Tuesday the fiscal court decidton No. 1
f311 01 111 01 291 01 101 01 351 71 11 121 11 111 11 11 was among the guests present.
throughout their lives," Maxey Sunday, August 13, at the Geney, chairman, announced.
ed to place a $60,000 bond issue
Following the business session
eral Baptist Church, it is an- on the November ballot for
John Paul Morse is commission- concluded.
ton No. 2
1 301 11 131 01 291 11 151 01 391 71 01 101 Of 91 01 01 the members and guests retired
the
nounced.
Several
quartets will be balance due on the local hospital.
er at the present. The commiston No. 3
341 21 131 11 271 21 121 11 271 251 01 191 11 151 21 1 to the canteen where refreshMr. and Mrs. Jack Brown and featured on the program and a If
approved by two-thirds of the
ments were served, the announce- sioner is elected each year, Dr. daughter, Becky, Fort Campbell, basket dinner
will be served in, voters this will relieve the city
ton No. 4
201 01 171 21 181 01 171 21 231 141 01 111 01 101 01 01 ment stated.
Keeney said.
visited relatives here Sunday.
the church basement, it was said. and county of the obligation
to
ton No. 5
491 11 221 21 491 11 191 21 501 261 11 91 01 61 11 11
guarantee the balance necessary
to
complete
the building and
1
ton No. 6
151 11 141 01 131 11 12! 01 171 121 11 81 11 81 11
equipping of the hospital. What
01
01
91
201
11
61
71
2!
ton No. 7
211 01 71 1 1 181 01 81 11
is your opinion of this plan?
ANSWERS
ton No. 8
4 01 51 01 61 51 41 71 01 41 01 01
51 01 61 1
Hillery Barnett: "I heartily approve of the bond issue as the
ton No. 9
OL 11 21 '01 21 31 01 131 ifel 01 11
21 .11 21 1
fairest and best manner of raisVisitors
annual
at
two-day
the
enable
to
operation.
its
first
The
whic.h
terminated
at the farm.
ton No. 10
this section of the state was well ing the necessary money. It will
881 01 81 If 281 of 71 01 211 111 01 81 11 71 01 11 field meeting today and tomorrow
tract of 400 acres of land was do"The principal speaker on the portrayed. Gov. Fields said in relieve the taxpayers of the preston No. 11
11 01 61 01 11 01 61 Of 41 41 11 01 01 01 *11 01 at the Western Kentucky Ex- nated by the citizens of the coun- program was Hon. William Jason part:
ent obligation and not increase
periment Substation will be ty. This has been increased by the Fields, governor of Kentucky, who
"It seems that I can visualize the tax rate. I was privileged to
ton No. 12
191 01 11 01 151 01 11 01 131 51 01 31 01 41 01 01 shown how a quarter century purchase of additional land
since arrived at 10:15 a.m., and amid the great future of West Kentuc- tour the new hospital
building
dson No. 1
161 31 31 41 141 41 31 31 141 61 21 131 01 131 01' 11 of modern farm improvement that time, bringing the present the cheers of the people gathered ky, when the farmers will have Wednesday with the Kiwanis
methods have made thin, eroded farm to 520 acres.
at the station and through the scientific agriculture, with good Club and if every citizen could
dson No. 2
131 11 11 01 101 11 11 01 61 81 61 81' 01 81 01 lt soil with poor productivity into
Labor Day, Monday, Septem- streets down which he would roads, good schools, in which to see the wonderful
building Caldfertile fields producing abundant ber 7, 1925, marked the dedica- traverse, was escorted to the farm
educate the little tots that play well county will soon have ready
dson No."3
161 01 01 01 161 01 , 01 01 161 01 11 111 21 81 01 21 crops and providing feed for a
tion of the farm. Covered by the by a committee consisting of around the fareihouse; when they for service I am
sure they would
Idson No. 4
4! 01 31 11 21 11 21 01 21 41 01 71 11 61 01 11 registered Jersey herd and fat newspapers of Princeton, as well George Harrelson, president of will have the modern conveni- approve this final step in financbeef cattle.
as the metropolitan centers of the Kiwanis Club, Frank Wood, ences, such as electric lighting ing the
project. I did not realize
fort No. 1
191 31 21 01 161 11 21 11 121 . 61 41 41 01 51 01 11
The increased interest in agri- the state the following descrip- president of the Princeton
and heating.
that so many rooms would be recultural
development
n
d
a
imtion
is
found
in
Paducah
the
Commercial
EveClub,
ort No. 2
01
F.
01
51
01
121
31
E.
11
Shattuck,
01
"The time will come when quired in a hospital the size of
191 01 71 01 121 01 41 'Ill
proved farming methods which ning Sun:
R. W. Lisanby, Dr. I. Z. Barber Kentucky will not only have ours in addition to
the bedrooms."
fort No 3
221 01 31 11 111 01 31 21 131 101 31 21 11 31. 11 -1-1- the station helped to bring to this
"In an impressive ceremony W. E. Jones and Bob Gresham. branch agriculture stations, but
Frank Wood: "I think the
section of the state, is perhaps held on a platform under th e Other state officials from Frankwhen the boys and the girls by plan is good and the bond issue
nort No. 4
101 01 11 01 91 01 if 01 41 61 01 21 01 21 01 01 best demonstrated by the report shade of spreading oaks, at least fort,
and officiels of the College the hundreds are taught the fer- should be approved. It is the
fair
that
500
people
attended
the.
first
6,000
people
witnessed
of
01
the dediAgriculture, Lexington, among tilization of the soils and -then way to raise the funds and will
nny'V° 1
191 11 41 11 121 11 51 11 .131 111 01 41 01 41 01
Field Day .meeting in 1927 while cation of the Western Kentucky whom WWI Dean Thomas P. Coop- conveniences
will be introduced not work a hardship on any in71-.(q
nnY No. 2
3,000 and more has become an Sub-Experiment station on the er of the University, were
181 11 101 11 181 11 101 11 121 ill of - 6f
pres- Into the homes; when Kentucky dividual."
average
attendance
in
recent
460-acre farm yesterday. The cel- ent."
his No. 1
will have a model system of
Alvin Lisanby: "This is a splen
, 41 Of 31 91 41 11 11 01 11 41. 31. sr 21 71 21 .Of -YIALS•
ebration was begun at 10 o'clock
T. H. King, representative from roads and then we will all be did plan. The hospital is a necesThe
Western
Kentucky
nia No. 2
Exper- in the morning. with a parade of Caldwell dounty at that time, proud of Kentucky and
191 21 121 01 191 21 121 01 291 41 61 1.01 01 81 11 ' Ot
that we sary community project and the
iment Substation was establish- hundreds of Caldwell county presented Gov. Fields with a deed were
,
born in this state."
bond issue is the best way,to fl,
nia No. 3
01 41 61 01 81 01 61 01 01 ed by an act of the State Legis- School cbildren on attractively to
the farm. In a speech deliverI 21 11 71 01 21 01 71
T h e Twice-A-Week Leader nance it and will place payment
lature, March 20, 1924, with an decorated floats and wagons, ed by the governor, a
OTAls
3411921
15139612121
1011681
111
picture
1811651
carried
of
a news item on Oct. 2, on each'individual of the county
14341 1811761 1713711
151 annual appropriatim of $20,000 through the streets of Princeton, the
present-day agriculture in
(Please turn to Page Seven) according to his ability to ray
•

City Schools Will
Open September 5

Seven Caldwell 4-H'ers City Fines For
Are Named Star Campers July Total $1203
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THE PRINCETON LEADER
PUSLISHIED [VERY THURSDAY
THOMAS MctONNELL.
JOHN S. HUTCHISON. JR.
MANAO1NO 101,0111
•
PU•L1ANER
PITON AND
Ctingrees
tntered Al 'eyeful class matter at Princeton, Ky., under the Act of
of March 6, 1379. .
$3: Cards of
Subscription prices: In County, $11; In State, $3.60; Out-of-State,
Volutes, Si. Resolutions of nelpeel. 2 cents a word. Unsolicited poems, 3 cents
notices. 10 cents a line.
Readi
• wo
-4C-33111AAVIC014.T1Wiluos,,,The Arigodated Press le entitled exbed Sieve promo in nos newsSh*Well to the use for republication of an the
prows as well as all Al' news dispatches,
MEMBER KENTUCKY tras ossooleTtiiit
MISMIlett NATioNAI. EIR ORIAL ARSOCIATI N

The World's Greatest Buy
syndicated column which appears
, Roger Babson, who writes a
a few weeklies, recently made
and
country
the
over
dailies
In many
advertising, And in an editorof
value
the
upon
observations
soine
The Lexington Herald says,
ial commenting upon these observations,
vital importance of adverthe
of
aware
well
is
"Business generally
which as Babson pointed
advertising,
newspaper
tising, especially
reader coverage and
out, is by far the most valuable measured by
actual results.
shot
"Advertising is not based upon mere custom. It is not a
and actual expert
generations,
for
tested
been
has
It
dark.
in the
all adveetising is
ence bears out the statement that 90 per cent of
to the good."
rely upon
"This is not merely because the public has come to
display of
newspaper advertising, which is merely a vast window
advertising
goods, price-tagged and open for inspection, but because
It is the truth
is news. It is information vital to the customer.
scientific in its
about merchandise- which the buyer needs. It is
nature.
"Mr. Babson says that 'a newspaper is the greatest buy in the
world. All newspapers, regardless of size, are highly educational.
and
. .. They are vastly more important to retailers, manufacturers
-the city or community itself than merely by increasing sales. All
kinds of civic and social organizations rely upon them for free
notices of their activities. We all have more of a stake in the business of advertising than is generally realized,' because newspapers
are not endowed, but must pay their way to exist, and this must be
done largely through advertising income.
"He added, 'perhaps, no single item would be missed more
from our lives than our local newspaper.'
There is always a scramble for it when it arrives, morning or
afternoon, and there is something for every member of the household. If it fails to come for any reason, there is irritation, and resort is had to the telephone. Housekeeping cannot go on without
it. Anything may be happening behind the curtain of silence.
There follows an uneasy sense of trouble. The light which lightens
all the dark places on the globe, and brings every hidden thing to
the eye of day, goes out.
"Everyone should read Emerson's famous 'Essay on the London
Times' in order to grasp the meaning of the newspaper. As Jefferson said, it were better to have newspapers without government,
than government without newspapers."

Little Chips

Kentucky On The March

Advice To Shirkers
By Ewing Galloway
As you may know, if you are a Bible student, Captain John
Smith's famous riot act to the shirkers in the Jamestowo colony,
"Those who do not work shall not eat," was a swipe from the Apostle
Paul. Not grand larceny, mind you. Maybe it was just a case of
Smithsonian poetic license with Holy Writ. I suppose practically
everybody old enough to attend Sunday School has taken similar
liberties with the Bible.
Paul, the much-traveled spreader of Christianity, said in his
Second Epistle to the Thessalonians (Chap. 3; 10th verse) . . "this
we command you, that if any should not work, neither should he
eat."
Now don't credit me with being a good student of the Bible. I
was reminded of the quotation from the Apostle Paul by a preacher
friend of mine, Dr. R. E. Douglas, of Henderson, who telephoned
to congratulate me on a recent anti-handoutims piece I wrote in
this space.
And having got the line through a minister, it occurs to me to
pass it along to all preachers in Kentucky for use as a test for next
Sunday's sermon. Those who have prepared next Sunday's effort
already can hold it over for the following Sunday. It will keep.
Having held up pretty well for about twenty centuries, it ought to
be good any time in August, 1950.
SII/iSh our country already engaged in a small war with a third
world conflict more than an even bet, Paul's famous line should be
stencilled indelibly on the minds of all adult Kentuckians, because
with the government already in debt 260 billion dollars, raising
fabulous sums with bond issues is not going to be easy. Barring the.
printing of fiat money, the American people will have to pay as
they go this time.
If we work hard enough and the government does not waste
money as it did on the home front in World War II, we can carry
much of the expense as we go. For the rest of the money needed we
can break our piggybanks.
•
Certainly there is not enough loose money lying around to buy
bonds like we did in World War II. And since wealth is created by
work and by work alone, most of us will have to ptft in more hours
and shed more perspiration.
Just what is to be expected of us should be made known in the
next few months. In the meantime we can get in the mood. Farmers should have no trouble planning next year's crops and preparing
to meet demands for livestock. Industry will do its job if not interrupted by strikes.
You may recall that despite loud pledges of loyalty by labor
leaders in the war that ended five years ago, there were 5,005 strikes
in the crucial year 1944.
Lose a war to. the Russians and millions of Americans may
spend the rest of their liyes, if they are allowed to live at all, in
concentration cam. Tens of millions may be shot or gassed as a
means of reducing undesirable population.
Better remember what Paul said to the Thessalonians.
(Syndicated by the Union County Advocate)

•

A Congressman took the floor recently and proposed that
North Korea be given 10 days notice of the use of atom bombs. The
suggestion was roundly applauded Such an act appears reasonable
and justified to we the common people with little information, but
we must leave it to our leaders. They know best, or should, for
they are better informed. A billy club in the hands of an °Met
does more to quell a bully than any kind of argument.
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A Part Of The War
The principal issue which came before the House of Represen.
tatives in connection with the bill to authorize the President to allocate scarce materials, requisition property, control credit and make
loans to defense industries with standby price and wage, controls.
added, was whether the President would be given the power that he
asks or have such powers rigidly defined. Of course, if permanent
powers were to be granted, this would require more detailed and
definite legislation.
It has been believed all along, however, that while the American people will make any sacrifice required to win the war in Korea,
they would rather risk the consequences of freedom of action once
the peril of war threat is surmounted. The President ought to be
given all the power that he asks. There is some doubt about giving
to him more power than he requests because there is always the
possibility that he will not exercise authority that he does not desire.
However, if prices are to be controlled, surely wages must be
either controlled or definitely placed within the realin of control
through standby authority. It is regrettable that the plan for controls were not more definitely decided upon in advance of the war
threat. Many lessons were learned from World War II. As a matter
of fact, there may be some instances where control by localities
would be justified.
The chief point is to win the war. Steel, oil and other materials
can be drafted, as well as men. Up until now wars have been largely
fought with steel, which touches many other industries. If steel
prices are conirolled, wages will be held down and in turn labor
will demand that prices be held down. Here is another endless
chain, but World War II would have cost billions more if it had not
been for the control of steel and other essential prices.
—(The Lexington Herald)
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While wer're worrying about the fantastic cost of wars can' be
the world situation, we might handled without the world lookalso do some thinking. And where ing to the U. S. to shoulder the
any serious thinking is being whole burden.
done, this question frequently is
There seems to be one general
heard:
answer to the thoughtful consid"Why must the United States eration of the many individuals
fight the Korean police action who are pondering this question.
virtually alone? Why is it neces- That answer—an international posary for us to go onto a war-basis lice force—controlled, operated
while other members of the Unit- and responsible only to the United Nations, which are in this as ed Nations.
much as the U. S. is, confine their
As recently as six months ago,
contributions to minor troop
an international police force was
units? Or, in the case of Britain,
still in the pipe-dream 'stage—the
to some warships which were in
wishful thinking of the impractithe Far East when the Korean
cal.' No country, probably, was
outbreak started?"
willing to give up even the small
It is manifestly unfair of the
part of its autonomy which esworld to expect the U. S. to keep
tablishment of such a force would
its many nations on their economentail. The Korean incident
ic feet, or help them back onto
changed that.
their feet, to fight a war which
We see now how swiftly wars
is the war of all the apti-Communist-nations, and to finance can come. And, how tffey affect
all of us. Today, action on an inthat endeavor, too.
In the first place, as rich as our ternational police force, an army
country is, no nation alone can of all nations for the defense of
prop up half, the world over a all nations, seems imperative to
long period of time and not need our future well-being.
some economic transfusions itThere would seem to be certair.
self. In the second place, the oth- basic things which are intrinsic
er nations of the world should in such a proposal. Approprianot ask one member of the family tions of both manpower and monto undertake such a huge task.
ey, for example, should be on a
Of course;our action in Korea basis fair to all. Assessments for
was the only possible one. It had both should be on an ability to
to be taken. Our extension of a spare and in relation to share.
helping-hand to the rest of the
It is quite likely that there
world through the Marshall Plan would be tens of thousands of
is enlightened self-interest. It also volunteers for such an armed
must be done.
f or c e, probably hundreds of
But there should be some way thousands. These should, by all

Maim Street

by Ralph Stein

meant, be accepted. But, as a precautionary measure, no nation
should be allowed to have more
than a reasonable amount of the
total manpower.
There should also be provision
for any member of that force to
withdraw in event his own nation
was one made the object of the
United Nations police action. This
is simply precautionary.
It is not likely that good men
will fight against their own land;
therefore they will not be trustworthy members of even such an
exalted army as an international
army. These would not willingly
invade their own nation as warriors even if, (as soldiers of an
international force, with full access to al) facts without propaganda distortion) their nation
was wrong in the thing which
prompted the punitive action.
The establishment of an international police force is a virgin
in the field of international philosophy. It will certainly encroach
on the sovereignty of all nations
to some extent.
But it is equally an immediate and urgent necessity, if the
United Nations are to take their
first •timid steps out of what the
cartoonists would have us believe
is the -Idiot Era."
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Only Chevrolet offers such a

tea?aNdzeoNaWenate
... and at the lowest prices, too!
You can choose between
Styleline and Fleetline styling

1.1h1 122 'BRAKES.
HO LIGHTS, GOCKEYED
STEERING., 11Q Erc.trc.

Many an admiring glance will follow
you when you roll by in your new
Chevrolet with Body by Fisher. That's
true whether you choose a Chevrolet
Styleline model, with "notch back"
styling, as the designers call it, or a
Chevrolet Fieetline model, with "fast
back" styling. Both are available on all
Chevrolet sedans and at the same
prices! Remember-Chevrolet is the
only low-priced car that offers these
two outstandingly beautiful types of
styling . . thus giving you an opportunity to express your own individual
taste in motor car beauty.

You can choose between
Automatic and Standard Drive

You can choose bebween
the Bel Air and the Convertible

You have an enviable choice of engines and drives in Chevrolet. too.
You can buy a Chevrolet combining
Powerglide Automatic Transmission•
and I05-h.p. Valve-in-Head Engine
for the finest no-shift driving at lowest
cost, or a Chevrolet combining the
highly improved standard Chevrolet
Valve-in-Head Engine and Silent Synchro-Mesh Transmission for the finest
standard driving at lowest cost.

And if it's a sports model you want.
here's your car! Choose the fleet.
fashionable, steel-topped Be! Air, with
smart, racy lines, extra-wide windows,
and gray, leather-trimmed upholstery,
and you'll have the only car of its
kind in the low-price field. Or choose
the equally beautiful Chevrolet Convertible, with automatic top that lifts
or lowers at the touch of a button,
and you'll have the finest Convertible
in its price range. Also available is an
all-steel, four-door Station Wagonsmartest in its field -listing for $260
less than last year.

re

•

America's Best Seller

Combination of Powerglide Automatic
Tranimistion and 103-h.p. Engine optional on De LIUe models at extra cast.

America's Best Bay!

STEVENS CHEVROLET CO.

W. Market St.

Phone 3505
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ay and sons, Joe and Donpent Wednesday .in Evansand Mrs. John F. Rice and
Dick Rice, have returned
a vacation trip through sevwestern states. Enroute
they visited relatives in
n, Miss.'
. E. C. Harwood and chilLeilani and Charles Lewis,
eckinridge Homes, Morganspent several days last week
her mother, Mrs. T. L.

Grubbs, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Colenittn_
were in Clay Sunday.
J. C. Butts, Frankfort, spent
With ..his. paeontal
tat
Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Miss Robert Lee Beck, Princeton, Is visiting her brother, Elbert Beck, Mrs. Beck and family.
Mrs. Ray Wigginton, David
Wigginton, Tommy Wigginton of
Wyndotte, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Paul West and daughter,
Kay, were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn.
Owen "Syko" Quertermous has
returned from joining a group of
carriers of Courier-Journal, who
were given an all expense paid
trip to Mammoth Cave.
Mrs. Rachel Wyatt, local beautician, has opened her beauty
shop in the anartment adjoining
the Talliey Baker service station.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Loyd, who
have made their home in Marion
for a number of years, have moved to the Jim Blackburn home
here until completion of their
new home.
Mrs. M. F. Rice entertained last
week honoring the birthdays of
her daughter, Lenora Rice, and
son, Henry Clay Rice, whose
birthdays were in the same week.
For the daughter's party the following guests were invited:
Joyce Nell Baker, Wanda Lee
Phelps, Donna Quertermous, Sue
Blackburn, Doris Green, Margaret
Jones, Ruby Jean Baker, Ruth
Ann Jones, Martha Crider.
Those attending Henry Clay
Rice's party were:
Brenda Kay Vinson, Margaret
and Ruth Ann Jones, Joan Butts,
Buddie and Eddie King, Sharon
and Phyllis Rogers, Billie and
Sue Smith, Donald and Carolyn
Conway, • Jimmy Jones, Charles
Melton, and Walton Woodall, Jr.

Rosie Beck will return this
weekend fr um a visit to her
brother, James Beck in Lexington. While there she visited Eastern State College in Richmond. .
Jimmy O'Hara, who has been
attencling school at Western State
college, is at home with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. O'Hara.
Mr. Marvin Pogrotsky of this
City and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Tatarsky of Dawson Springs left
Saturday for Denver where they
WAVE BEFORE DEATH: An unidentified boy, swimming and splashing around a used car lot
will be the guests of Mr. Kenny
flooded by heavy rains at Philadelphia waves from the hood of one of the automobiles shortly
before he was drowned when he slipped and went under the flood waters. His body was found an Tatarsky. They expect to be gone
about two weeks.
hour later when rescuers formed a human chain, began walking through the receding waters and
Jim Pickens is visiting his
of
them
one
tripped over the body. (AP Wireithoto)
mother, Mrs. Myrtle Pickens, a/April 9, 1926. The Eddyville de- ter attending the summer term at
bating club composed of Miss Sa- Western State College in Bowrah Chilton, Mr. Water Castle- -ling Green.
berry and Mr. Lawrence Alexan-, Judy Pruett is spending the
News representing lisec, hopes, dreams and amoitions of thole der met the Fredonia team, comsummer vacation with her parwho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost posed of Miss Katherine Koon,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Pruett,
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- Mr. Vernon Craig and Mr. Wayne Hawthorne
avenue, after attendA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader Craig here Monday afternoon.
ing Western State college.
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- Prof. Everett Howton, of Prince.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hazzard
porters. shortls after the turn of the century, wrote them
ton, was the chairman. The judges and daughter, Mary
Elizabeth,
Jan. 1, 1926. Miss Katherine
March 5, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. decided both teams did well and Mr. George
Hazzard and Mrs. I.
Childress of Bethel Woman's Col- Harry Long spent Wednesday in ore to be congratulated on their Z. Lewis attended
a graveyard
lege, Hopkinsville, spent the holi- Paducah.
plendid efforts.
cleaning at New Hope, in Hop• • •
days with her parents, Mr. and
kins county, Saturday.
Mrs. W. W. Childress.
July 2, 1926. E. R. CunningMarch 16; 1926. W. P. Spickard, of the Spickard Motor Com- ham, of Louisville, spent the Henry Towery and Mr. and Mrs.
Jan. 8, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. Sam pany, left yesterday morning for weekend here with his parents, Cal Towery left for a two weeks
Howerton, Mr. and Mrs. W. A:Indianapolis, where he went after Rev. and Mrs. John Cunningham motor trip to points in Texas,
where they visited relatives.
Bentley, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. a new Overland delivery wagon of North Harrison street.
• • •
Young and daughter, Frances, for the Glenn Farmer Dry CleanNov. 9, 1926. Marion Catlett,
Aug. 27, 1926. James Dollar, S.
were dinner guests of Mr. and ing and Pressing establishment.
0. Catlett, James Walker, Frank Burhl Hollowell and Virgil GoodMrs. Kelly Landis Saturday, Jan• • •
Adams, Thomas Lewis and J. D. aker motored to Marion Sunday.
uary 2nd.
March 30, 1926. President G. G. Wylie have been on a camp-fish• • •
• • •
Harrelson, of the Princeton HosDec. 17, 1926. Miss Maurine
Jan. 19, 1926. Charles.J. White iery Mills, has returned from a ing trip down in Livingston coun- Young, who is attending Murray
has returned from a stay of sev- business trip to New York and ty at Bayou Mills this week.
Normal, is expected to arrive
FIRST CHRISTIAN
• • •
eral months in Florida where he other Eastern cities.
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Sept. 28, 1926. William McCas- home Saturday, December 18th,
successfully engaged in real es• • •
Services:
lin, John Loftus, Hewlett Morgan, to spend the Christmas holidays
tate. He has lots to say of the
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
April 2, 1926. Mrs. Nettie Clifton Stallins, James Catlett with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Florida boom.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
Young and daughter, Re It a and J. 0. Harding motored to Lester B. Young.
• • •
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Young, left Monday for Bowling Greenville Friday to see the footFeb. 2, 1926. Judge Blackburn Green, where they will be joined ball game.
Sunday.
MILK FROM
Court
yesconducted
Quarterly
• • •
Evening Worship at 7:30.
by Miss Ruth Young the last of ,
PRINCETON
CREAMERY
Circuit
Court
room
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes- terday in the
the week.
I, October 5, 1926. Mr. and Mrs.
ABOUNDS IN 600D HEALTH
where considerable business was
day at 7:09 p. m.
transacted. The docket was very
AND SO DO THE
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
large.
KIDS WHO DRINK IT!
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
• • •
SUNDAY
Feb. 26, 1926. Mr. and Mrs.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Charles Pepper spent a few days
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
quite pleasantly in Louisville and
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Frankfort last week.
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service a. m.
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
Sunday School-10 a. m.

rescriptions A
Specialty

Preaching-11 a. m.
Training Union-6:45 p. m.
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:45 p. m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Res
Nilliam E. Cunningham, pastor
'Sunday School 9:45 am.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m
c.vangelistic Service 7:30 p.m
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.

CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every secST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU- and 7 p. m.
Prayer 'meeting every ThursLATE CONCEPTION, EARLday night at 7 p. m.
INGTON
Sunday school every Sunday
First, third and fifth Sundays,
morning at 9:45 a. m.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays, CUMBERLAND
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock PRESBYTERIAN
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Tallent, minister
W.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSMorning Worship, 11 a. m.
PITAL CHAPEL
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. tn.
Moss at 10:30 o'clock.
Prayer meeting every WednesSecond and fourth Sundays,
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
Mass at 8 o'clock.
choir rehearsal.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Services every second Saturday
Clements is assistant pastor.
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
at 11 a. m.
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
Sunday School every Sunday
services on fourth Sunday at 11
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
fourth Sunday afternoons at DONALDSON BAPTIST
2:30.
Rev. W., B. Ladd, Pastor
Prayer meeting every SaturSunday School, 10 a. m.
p.
m.
day at 7:30
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.

•belween
• Convertible

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30

She is the kind of woman every
wife fears . .. and he the kind of
man many women pursue. This is
the heart-to-heart story of what
happens when they meet!

News From The Past

At The Churches

and Mrs. Harry E. Ashby
hildren, Buddy and Glen, of.
liters, were Sunday afterguests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
burn.
Carrie Hodges, Princeton,
Thursday night as guest of
Imogene Wigginton and. at'he Daily Vacation Bible
Commencement at the
Presbyterian church.
C. T. Henson has returned
a visit with her father, Mr.
n Stringer in Benton.
kie and Molly Hunsaker
a few days last week with
grandmother, Mrs. Florence
and aunt, Miss Dorothy Parr.
kend guests of Mr. and
in H. Bennett were Mr. DGDEN METHODIST
- Charles T. Taylor, xi,- Rev, Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
le, and Miss Lemma Crucee Church Schtfol, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
ville, Tenn.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
Joan Butts is visiting her
. Willis Butts, and Mrs. 6 o'clock
at Frankfort.
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
L. W. Baldwin and son,
Wednesday Evening Service. 7
Jr., Bowling Green, are o'clock
.4 her mother, Mrs. T. L.
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
er's Drugs & Jewelry Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:30 p. m.
Dial 3211

odd you want.
oose the fleet
with
d Bel Air,
windows
-wide
a
med upholstery,
only car of it
field. Or choose
Chevrolet Contic top that lifts
,
h of a button
ble
nest
is an
available
Converti•
tation Wagonlisting for $268

(Last Week's News)
Mrs. Fanny Brandon and grandchildren, Joyce and Kenneth Neal
Maddox, all of Hot Springs, Arkansas, have returned to their
IiiOnle after visiting relatives and
friends in Princeton.
Mr. and Mr's. Malearn McConnell and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
McConnell and children, Bob and
L et,spent Sunday at Kentucky
Sue,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holmes left Tuesday for a vacation trip
and Mr. ahd Mrs. Orland New- through the Smoky Mountains
som and tinnily went to Metropo, and other points of interest in
that area. They expect to return
lie, Ill., Sunday.
Douglas Sims, Plant City, Flor- home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rand, Portida, is visiting his mother, Mrs.
A. P. Sims, North Harrison street, land, Maine, are visiting Mrs.
Mr._ and Mos. IL. C, MeConnell, Rand's father, Mr. Mntla..Quitien.Otter Pond community, and oth- berry, brother, Garland, an siser relatives And friends.
ter, Mrs.,Charles McLin and
Mr. and Mrs. William Brelsford family.
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HIT NO. 2
He fell for a double-crowing
dame'

"GANGSTER"

EXTRA!
Chapter Nine

"KING OF THE
ROCKET

MEN"

Just for lath'
"THE DOG SHOW"
A Color Cartoon

For Foil frolics . • . wintertime walks. The hat
that's softly casual ... shapes to please you,
tiny mushrooms for trim. In Wintry shades.
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Thursday, August 10,1
Albert Cot hr a n, Arkadelphla, major opetation at in.
Arkansas, Joann Robinson, Dot hospital. John's condieee
Russell and C. W. Martin of this ported as Satisfactory by
bers of his family.
city.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Tyman Boren is spending the
Croft,
summer vacation with his par- ham, N. C., arrived r
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Boren, a visit with her sister, get
atter - stivatting.. Allaatarn. State Gritfill, and- ealier•reli,.
Princeton.
college.
Mrs. I. J: Harrls has
Mrs. Minh Edmondson and
son, Mike, of Clarksville, Tenn., home after a visit with
spent Sunday with he r sister, Cr, Mrs. Jim Down...,
Mrs. Erby Cruce and family, on Downing and Bobby Hut
turned with her and
the Dawson road.
plants`
Mr. and Mrs. George Eldred their home with Mrs.
and son, John, of North Semin- Lakewood.
Mr. luid Mrs. G or
ary street, are In Louisville this
don
week, where John submitted to a spent Thursday in
Hop '

STUNT MEN AID SCIENCE
Los Angeles — (AP) — Stunt
(Last Week's News)
men are now helping science. UniMrs. Erby Cruce and children,
versity of California experts
Philip, Judy and Annette, ha v e
want to get data on auto collireturned home on the Dawson
cars
that
trouble_was
ssioris. The
1.o-ureter Speridfig several day*
where
other
each
into
do not run
Detroit with relatives and
in.
exthe
So
watched.
they can be
While there they visited
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stunt
of
ahows
perts went to the
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
home
the
In
each
into
By David Taylor Marke
men who made cars run
Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Children should not be treated other just to entertain the popuFrazier, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bowas though they were younger than lace.
ran, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cruce
they are, and the dignity which
From the photographs and othand family, and Mr. and Mrs.
a particular occasion in their lives er data collected in the study it
Howard Frazier and family.
demands should be respected, says is hoped to find just what shocks
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilcox and
the National Kindergarten Asso- the human body takes du ring
Donna Jean and Patridaughters,
ciation.
such accidents.
returned from a
have
Ann,
cia
the
was
there
example,
For
trip through
vacation
two-week
rushDon
caught
-old
her,
11-year
when
time
mother rushed up to
friends at
visited
They
south.
the
stephe
as
evuncle
his
called
ed to greet
hold of her arms, and
Savanah Beach, Ga., toured the
ped from a pine. He shook eryone's attention to the child's
east coast of Florida, Silver
hands with him. His mother, rath- new frock. Betty drew back. The
Springs, and the south coast of
er displeased, asked him, "Why relative looked hurt, but her husFlorida to New Orleans. F,nroute
didn't you give your Uncle a band quickly stepped forward, exhome they visited Mr. and Mrs. J.
kiss?" Men don't kiss," he replied. tended his hand, and in much the
S. Moore in Dyersburg, Tenn.
"We're men!"
same manner that he had adMr. and Mrs. Charlie Davenport,
Later, this same Don was in- dressed his hostess, he said, INSPECT BOMBER WRECKAGE: Capt. Robert S. Hamill, field provost marshal, Inspects what
J. Davenport, and Mr. and
A.
-Suisun
are
How
Fairfield
Betty.
of
at
parents
evening,
exploded
the
by
"Good
and
dinner
Your confidence has built
vited to
remains of the tail gun section of the B-29 bomber which crashed
F. A. Carman of Paducah
Mrs.
bombs.
youngster
demolition
sensitive
heart
H'er
pound
The
Sue.
500
you?"
6-year-old Mary
Air Force Base, Calif., Saturday. It was disclosed the plane carried
guests
dinner
Sunday
the
were
Wireher
out
•
(AP
young
held
up,
camp.
the
trailer
by
straightened
nearby
was completely won
When it exploded it spewed burning gasoline and wreckage 6ver a
this insurance agency
of their niece and cousin, Mrs.
guest. "I liked Don, Mommie," hand and smiled. "Very well, photo) •
George Freeman and Mr. Free"How
answered.
me
thank you," she
she confided. "He didn't treat
man, star route.
Mrs. Hugh McGowan and Don, Ruth's Homer Record
are you?"
like a baby.).
YOUR FAITH in the protection.
says the associMr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. tiugh Blackburn
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Some
Betty
little
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there
Year
Then
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vice offered by this agency
Cook, Mr. and M.s.
early to put
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very
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begin
and
ation,
mothHer
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5-and-a-half
By Frank Eck
Storms at
This
and three
Claude
them.
Mrs.
Blackburn
H.
behind
and
Wilson
William
Nala
ways
key to its steady growth. (11,
Miss
By
childish
30
spend
to
er had allowed her
New York — With all this talk
discouraged, but
sons, Mrs. Alma Blackburn and
There was a large attendance at Princeton.
is simple .
. to offer al,
minutes of her bedtime with should not be
ball it should
lively
the
about
daughter, Wilma, and Miss Mae
it be accentuated prayer meeting Wednesday night.
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers has been
some guests. A cousin of her neither should
protection by reputable corr.;
be easy for a fellow like Ralph Holloway picnicked at Kentucky
Sunday School had only 36 visiting relatives at Princeton.
Kiner to break Babe Ruth's recat the lowest possible cost cot.
Lake last Thursday.
present Sunday.
Several from here were at ord of 60 home runs.
with good business. Hence, r.
spent
Canton,
Noel,
Grace
Miss
Several attended Homecoming Cave-In-Rock, Illinois, recently
But it's beginning to look like
ding, no "fine print" exclusi,
at Bainbridge Grove Sunday.
and enjoyed a picnic with friends Pittsburgh's right handed slug- last Wednesday night with Miss
Marjorie Shoulders of Cobb.
Mr. Ed Gresham still is ill.
over-selling, no unnect—
and relatives from other parts of
ger, now 27, will have to wait anMisses Hose Wood, Marjorie
attending
those
of
One
Robbie
Illinois.
Miss
22,
July
Saturday,
You can't know evert:..;,,
other year. He is behind Babe's Shoulders, Grace Noel, Bonnie
Storms, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. said Pleasant Grove items was 1927 pace. Another thing against
insurance, but you can have
Dimple
and
Wood
Nancy
Oliver,
Princeton
The
of
part
best
and
the
Claude Storms of Princeton,
Kiner is the fact that Pittsburgh Oliver spent Thursday at Kentucdence that you'll get what ye,.
Mr. Garnett Oliver, son of Mr. Leader.
winds up on the road this sea- ky Lake.
at an honest price when ye...
'Bryant Oliver of Hopkinsville,
Mr. a n d Mrs. Claude Storms son. Ruth hit his last 11 in 1927
Miss Betty Brown, Fredonia,
your business here. When ye,
and Miss Ruby Rea Farris, daugh- and Joe, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett in t h e friendly confines of
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Far- Oliver and Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Yankee Stadium. Kiner's age is has accepted a position at Barnes
your insurance here, remerrd
clinic.
Linton
ris of the Hawkins community, Rogers and Nancy visited the a big item in his favor, for Ruth and
have
"Stayed and/ Paid" VirginMisses
Mr. S. D. Hodge,
and Mr. Charles Bailey Rogers, Burton's Sunday.
was 32 when he reached the mag- ia and Mary Dancie Hodge, North
years.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lucien RogMr. and Mrs. Dewey Lindsey, ic number.
Seminary street, and Mr. S. D.
ers, were united in marriage at Janet and David, and Mrs. NorKiner made 54 last season and
Hodge, Jr., Chicago, have returnRev.
by
Church
Grove
Pleasant
opened
of
Barbara
and
season
the
since
Curtis
ever
Bush,
man
Calf
Red and Black
G. C. Meadows in the presence Valparasio, Indiana, spent the there has been speculation about ed from a tour of the New England states. They also visited
of several friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mr. and Ralphie passing Ruth's total. But Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Moor-,
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Rogers and weekend with Mrs. Zora Wilson, others have had their sights on
Boston, Mass.
Gilmer, Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Mrs. Claude Lindsey of Provi- Ruth's mark ever since the BamJerry Loftus, son of Mr. and
C. A. Woodall
Virgil Smith
Burton and Barbara, Mr. and dence, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Glover, bino hit No. 60 off Old Tom
Mrs. "Buddy" Loftus, Eagle
Betty, Mary, David and Sammie Zachery on Sept. 30, 1925.
street, has returned home from
by Mother and Dad. Boys and
Hack Wilson, the late Cub outof Calhoun, Ky.
INSURE AND BE SURE
Western State college for the
girls should not be rushed from
tried it in 1930. Best he
fielder,
and
Storms
Otha
Mrs.
and
Mr.
summer vacation.
babyhood into adulthood; childcould do was 56. Two years latMiss Mary Lou George, Wehood is a distinct period of life children visited the Waylon RogPHONE 1441
er, another right hander, Jimmy
Princeton, Ky.
ers Sunday.
joys
all
and
Main street, entertained with
with
opportunities
the
Tee myy have the very latest
for
Athletics.
58
belted
Foxx,
and
Clint
Ladd
Mrs.
and
Mr.
its
dinner
night.
party
Wednesday
own.
cina wariest in style, and yet
Mrs. Zora Wilson recently enter- Hank Greenberg was another Those present were Johnny and
We do not want early sophistib. couripletsthy comfortable...
with a miscellaneous who hit ,58. He did it with Detained
cation for our children, but we
truly at your fashion best.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett troit in 1938, the same year Foxx
for
shower
hialurai &idol Shoes bring you
do want thetn to feel the added
and
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. belted 50.
Oliver
flattering
Ilse season's most
importance that each completed
Johnny Mize, even though in
Rogers.
of
crafted
patterns, superbly
year of achievement has brought
the shadow of his career, slamEster
Mrs.
were
present
Those
at
And,
leathers.
eta finest
to them naturally. Even a very
Kaufman, Mr. Carl Raymond med 51 for the Giants in '47, the
value yowl fine ttard to resist.
little child should have small but
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Far- year Kiner belted 51 for the Piriodeol
Ikea
See
reguiar daily tasks, and these
ris, Shirley Powell, Miss Wanda ates.
difby
be
more
replaced
should.
Aalvetti4.1 la
There are very few men around
Farris, Mr. and Mrs. Claude RogOne
ficult
grows
older.
ones as he
VOWS
ers, Norman Ray, Vera Mae and today who will hit 50. Kiner
of our newspapers carried an inJoann, Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rog- might do it this season. So might
Ow/ Miliataretie
terview with a young executive
ers, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haile, Al (Flip) Rosen. 25. of the Inwho believes very strongly that
and Charlotte Ann, Mr. and Mrs. dians and Walt Dropo, 26, of the
Black Suede
boys and girls should be given
Fred Cravens and Linda, Mr. and Red Sox. The latter two will be
definite responsibilities at an earMrs. Garnett Overby and Mr. and tabbed as dark horse possibilities
ly age. He said:
next spring. Rosen got off poorly
Mrs. Ralph Rogers.
"My three-year-old selects each
Others were Mr. and Mrs.'Gor- this spring while Dropo was down
morning ti4 tie I wear to the of- don Cravens, Clifford, David and at Louisville the first few weeks.
fice. I keep a spare at the office Peggy Ruth, Mr. and Mrs. HarEven sluggers like Ted Wilin case the choice is not appro- old P'Pool and Barbara, Mr. and
liams, Joe DiMaggio a n d Stan
Ar144teeP
priate."
Mrs. Ralph Haile, Mr. and Mrs. Musial, who rank with Kiner as
Mary Joe, "going on 13," cares Press Lilly, Mr. and Mrs. Denzil the best hitting foursome in the
Hopkinsville
Two door prizes to be given away. All who register in the store
for her baby sister when Mother Fuller, Linda, Wanda and Gary, majors today, had a hard job
and Daddy go out for an evening. Mr. and Mrs. Merl Keller and reaching 40. Williatns' tops came
from 8:30 A. M. to 8 P. M. will be eligible for the drawing. Lucky
Also, she has the responsibility Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie last season when he hit 43. Difor her own room—making her McCormick, Mr Jonathan Mc- Maggio's best was 46 in 1937
persons will be notified by mail.
bed before school every morning. Cormick, Mr. and Mrs. Felix while Musial reached his homer
Her brother, a year older, has a Mitchell and Elliott, Mr. and Mrs. peak with 39 in 1948.
paper route, takes care of the Aaron Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Babe Ruth's record seems safe
lawn, and runs errands for his Adams, and Linda, Johnnie Rog- for another year anyway.
parents and one of the neighbors. ers, Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Rogers
A certain lawyer was heard to and Gilmer, Mr. and Mrs. Mon- Gertie; Miss Nola Wilson, also
roe Sexton and Barbara, Mr. and Linda, Wanda and Gary Fuller
relate:
"I believe the reason my broth- Mrs. Desmond Hensley and Euton, and Little Nancy Rogers.
Mrs. Clint Ladd attended the
er and I (both honor students at Pat Dillingham, Miss Nola Wilson,
college) have never been success- Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers and birthday party in honor of Ray
ful in our professions is that our Nancy, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Mc- Carroll Ladd's fourth birthday at
father had the ridiculous idea Gowan, and Don Erving Dunning. Princeton, Saturday.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner, Mr. Earl
Several here attended the fox
'young gentlemen' didn't work
with their hands—it wasn't `gen- Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. David races.
Little Miss Mary Glover, a visteel'! While the boys were hust- Mitchell, Mrs. Allie Haile, Mr.
ling around, earning money in and Mrs. Claude Storms and Joe, itor at Sunday School Sunday,
any honest way, we learned the Mr. and Mrs. Arville Bates and said she had not missed a Sunday
Peggy, Mr. and Mrs.'Cleaton going to Sunday School in about
art of laziness."
Children should be taught that Haile, Berylgene, Rodger Dean, two years.
Mrs. Ralph Haile and Mrs. C.
it is most admirable to have good and Sandra, the honorees, and
B. Rogers have been at the bedthe host and hostess.
old Yankee get-up-and-git.
W. M. S. met August 1 for side of their mother, Mrs. ClarIt is wise to start.early to help
our children in the growing-up study at the church. Those pres- ence Farris, of Hawkins commuriprocess—neither holding them ent were Mesdames Lucien Rog- ty, who has been under the cal e
back nor pushing them forward, ers, Press Lilly, Denzil Fuller, of Dr. Ralph Cash.
but encouraging them to enjoy Emmett Lacy, Waylon Rogers,
and profit by the present.
Hugh McGowan, Zora Wilson, Try A Leader Classified Aal

Small Tasks Will
Help Develop
Your Children

It CAN happen to YOU!

Pleasant Grove

$8.95
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Announcing Our Formal Opening

$8.95

Saturday, August 12th

Emphasis on Fall Merchandise
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Favors for all who attend the opening

KEACH'S in Hopkinsville

Old fashioned
AUGUST SALE!
Now in Progress

,Chick tke Petitions why yon'll
prefer Star Brands...then come
fin and try on a pair. You'll see
rtinst what they mean in extra

nco

Furniture and Home Furnishings
Offering many, many outstanding Bargains
in all departments.
Shop Early For Your Needs

4.4
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v
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It has been a long time, in fact many a year since
we have offered such • bargain sale as this one.
Truly an Old Fashion Sale . . . with lots of substantial savings.

Buy what you need and
what you can use NOW!
Use our convenient payment
plan. It applies with the
Sale.
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HOW TO STORE EGGS
Moscow, Idaho — (AP) — Eggs
ought to be stored in the case
with the little end down, reports
the College of Agriculture here.
In the big end of an egg there is
an air sac. If this end is kept UP,
the sac stands lees chance of being

..01.1VER C. AIZCOCK
In places. NOW IT is covered
Conservationist)
(Soil
a good growth of fescue and laruns clear on the din° clover, It
can be crossed at
e water
Springs road on Hyla Mo- any place without
danger of
breaking the farm equipment.
It has been pastured all sumen showed me the last
is firm to be seeded to mer and the sod is holding the
legumes. All tields this soil.
in hay and pasture on ATTEND WORKSHOP
where 24 head of fat
Ralph Nelson, farm forester,
,•attic grazed.
Maurice Humphrey, soil scientist,
I stayed as the excess and I participated in t h e Redn the many rains ran source Conservation Workshop
The best test of a sue- held at Marion, for the teachers
•,irm conservation pro- of Crittenden county, last Friday.
clear water as it leaves SOIL PLANS COMPLETED
Complete soil and water conarm.
WATERWAY
servation farm plans were made
1,;ad sod waterway can be this week for the farms of Clifton
'le farm of Miss Melville E. Jackson, Hall community;
di the Fredonia communi- Charles Harper, Flat Rock com. T. Daum, manager, super- munity, and Hearne Harrelson,
he construction and seed- Princeton.
waterway, according to CLIPS WATERWAYS
Conservation Service
"I clipped the sod waterways
ndation, one year ago and drainage ditch on my farm
'Ai. At that time part of this summer," said Raymond
channel was a gully hip Stroube of the Hopson comdnd five to eight feet wide munity.
"The waterway and ditch conOMACH SUFFERERS structed last fall are looking
good. I will do a little repair
GET AMAZING RELIEF
work on the sod waterway in one
HARVEY STOMACH
kTMENT goes further place where the sod did not
catch," Mr. Stroube continued.
• most stomach treatments
Waterways need to be clipthe market today. It is made
of four different medicines. ped and fertilized. They should be
watched closely after they are
of the main Ingredients is
.shaped and seeded so as to get a
adonna.
guarantee this wonderful thick even growth of sod over
rise to relieve ul_cer_pains, them. Sometimes a little repair
• that acid, gassy, belchy, work is needed the first yea r.
tots and lack of pep feel- Time and labor can be saved by
making needed repairs early.
Compare its price with
: stomach preparations.
Painting roosts with a one per
"this treatment today
cent suspension of the gamma isono need to suffer. Ask
mer of benzene hexachloride has
druggist for Harvey Tab- been found
effective against
SOLD ONLy AT
chicken lice.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Certified Douglas fir seed is
PRINCETON, KY.
being ihtroduced in the northwest.

RE
Princeton. Ky.

Federal Land Bank Loans
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR DEBT AND INCOME
Many farm loans are made hurriedly without
consideration of the debt So the income from the
form. Oftentimes these loans fit neither the farm
nor the income from the farm.

ng
FEDERAL LAND BANK loans are carefully
fitted to the farm debt as well as the farm income.
AMORTIZED over a long period of time to
mcke small principal payments. Interest at 4%
in the store
ing. Lucky

per annum, guaranteed throughout the term of

ing.

This Is How Black
Markets Are Born
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THE GARDEN

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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WINTER STORAGE, I
The -.amount of stored vegetables and those canned should exceed by at least half that served
during t h e active gardening
months.
Broadly, the vegetables fall into
two groups, "cool" and "warm."
The former need merely to be
kept from freezing—the ideal
temperature is 34 to 40 degrees-and in moist atmosphere. The
"warm" crops must be held at no
lower than 50 degrees, and the
air must be dry. As all vegetables
"breathe out" moisture continually, the storage place must have
a means for changing the air
rapidly to take care of mustiness
odors and excess moisture, the
later, particularly, with reference
to the warm crops.
The main cool crops are white
potatoes, cabbage, turnips, onions, beets and carrots. Then, too,
there are parsnips, oyster-plant,
celery, Chinese cabbage and lettuce to be stored in special ways
adapted to each.
The main warm crops are
sweet potatoes and squashes or
cushaws, always stiired in a properly arranged place.
Taking parsnips first, they need
no storing at all but are left
where they grew. They need no
protection, but actually require a
freezing or two to "set the sugar."
However, for ease in digging, a
light layer of tree-leaves or lawnclippings may be spread over
them to keep the ground from
freezing hard.
Oyster-plant, too, is best kept
in the row, but here some protection is needed, such as a good
cover of leaves or straw, as it can
be destroyed by freezing. Turnips, carrots and beets may be
stored in the same way as oysterplant, but field mice and rabbits
are sometimes troubleseme.
Celery is stored by trenching,
the trench made about 4 stalks
wide and of a depth to the bottom
of the leaf-blades. The plants are
set in the trench covered with
etraw or leaves, and then with
boards to shed rainwater. rhe outer leaves slough off, and the
hearts bleach.
Chinese cabbage may be kept
the same w a y, but the trench
should be lined with wood to
make the storage dry. Chinese
cabbage is exceedingly fragile.
Head lettuce can be stored too,
but in the frame in which it grew.
The sides should be banked with
earth or fodder. The cover
should be glass sash, and when
die weather becomes severe, a
light layer of straw held down by
chicken wire or cords across it.

the contract.
NO APPLICATION - - - or APPRAISAL FEES

THREE RIVERS NAT'L
FARM LOAN ASSOCIATION
DIAL 3351
PRINCETON,

Pa. Five

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer

P. 0. BOX NO 70
KENTUCKY

Fredonia, .Ky

County Agent's
Column
By R. A. Mabry
Wildfire is showing up in a
number of tobacco fields over
the country, according to reports
from farmers a n d observations
that I have made.
I would like to again remind
growers that nothing can be done
to control or prevent, wildfire on
tobacco in the field. Treating the
plantbed with bluestone-lime as
the plants are coming through the
ground and again ten days later
Is the best known preventive for
this disease.
Garret Pidcock, Farmersville,
reports that after nitrating a field
of tobacco that was badly infected
with wildfire with 100 pounds per
acre of ammonium nitrate the tobacco recovered to a large extent. The increased growth and
vigor as a result of the nitrogen
helped to check the disease.
FIELD PRODUCES SEED
A two and one half acre field of
ladino clover and fescue owned
by Maxwell Morgan, Farmersville, produced 200 pounds of ladino seed and 256 pounds of fescue seed and was pastured with
seven to eight head of cattle from
the first of April to the first of
May after water had stood over
the grass and clover. for 21
/
2
months. After the seed was harvested the cattle were again turned on the field.
FARM MEET TODAY
Farmers from Caldwell county
are scheduled to attend the field
day on the Princeton Sub Station
farm August 10. I hope farmers
will keep this date in mind and
as many as can will attend so
that they can keep up to date on
the work being carried on.

Kentuckians Plant
1,500,000 Trees

Ky. Farm News
About 800,000 tobacco plant
were sold this year by Madison
county farmers to be set in Virginia, Tennessee and North Carolina.
Shelby county homemakers
have bought 103 pieces of electrical equipment this year, including stoves, refrighrators, pasteurizers, mixers, deep freezers and
small appliance.
_
About 85 per cent of the corn
grown this year in Powell county
is Ky. 103 or Ky. 203 hybrid.
Boyle county farmers sold several thousand tobacco plants in
Indiana, Tennessee, North Carolina and Virginia.
Four hundred farmers in Grayson county signed contracts to
grow cucumbers for pickles this
year.
In Pulaski county, there are 117
4-H and 76 Utopia Club calves being fed for show and sale this fall.
James Stewart of Knox county
is building a corn crib on his farm
which will hold '2,000 bushels of
corn.
Each of the five Scott county
girls who attended 4-H Week in
Lexington won a blue ribbon, and
one w a s named state clothing
champion.
From a flock of 59 ewes, Walter
Waggner of Taylor county sold
lambs and wool for an average of
$33.90 per ewe.
At a district 4-H club Camp at
Quicksand, Letcher county topped
the attendance with 35 boys and
girls registered.
Thomas. Wynn of Menifee county built the first self-feeder for
hogs in the community, using
plans obtained from his county
agent.
The Lions Club of Mayfield has
started a calf chain with 4-H
club members. •
Several Lee county farmers replanted corn because of rootworm damage.
WORMS MAKE GARDEN SPOT
Ninety Six, S. C. — (AP) —
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Gunter and a
million or so earthworms have
changed a drab clay hill into a
garden spot. Mrs. Gunter go\ the
idea of enlisting earthworm aid
two years ago after discouraging
attempts to make things grow in
the eroded, washed-out soil near
her new home.
A magazine article told her
how worms enrich soil. She ordered 750 wrigglers and encouraged them to multiply. Meanwhile, she and her husband began distributing earthworm castings and worms from place to
place. The castings are rich in
phosphorus, potash, nitrogen and
magnesium.
The Gunters say they stay
about one meal ahead of the
worms. The couple puts table
scraps, leaves, and other choice
(to earthworms) morsels on the
worm beds. The worms take it
from there.

By Cynthia Lowry
We wissa-down .pasiloualy .ultane
to the bottom of the sugar bowl
the other day. And replenishing
our modest supply turned out to
be a major project. Our regular
store was out of that staple, and
so were all the other groceries
nearby. In each case, the clerk
explained there was a run on
sugar—women were stocking up
against eventualities.
A number of people I know
were saying a few weeks back
that they'd decided to make their
old cars last a few more seasons.
Now they are racing around to
auto salesrooms trying desperately to pick up a new one—and
not fussy about make, model or
color. A friend of mine saw a
woman in the shoe department of
a store order 17 (seventeen)
pairs of shoes.
One of the fast-selling items
around is automobile tires.
There's scare buying, apparently, in most of the items—food,
clothing and "hard goods" —
which were in short or negligible
supply in the last war. Remember
the nylon stocking queues?
Scare buying, private stockpiling—there are lots of names
for it, but it comes right down
to hoarding. I suppose there are
few of us who haven't contemplated storing up on things we
like on the chance they will become scarce. But no matter how
you look it it, it's a bad thing
to do.
Of course, hoarding makes for
scarcities, and with the old law
of supply and demand operating
without controls, prices are forced
up. Most of us can't hoard everything that's likely to be scarce,
so we're bound to be caught one
way or another on price rises.
I may decide I can't do without
a cellar full of coffee (a very
poor idea because it deteriorates
in captivity) and a price rise or
scarcity won't affect nee. But other people may grab items I've
overlooked, so I'm stuck anyway
—maybe forced back to wearing
rayon stockings or undergoing
meatless days.
Some of the results of hoarding
in the last war Showed pretty selfish, unpatriotic souls. Others
were downright funny in an ironic sort of way. I remember one
woman who had a hot tip that
pepper was going to be hard to
get. She raced herself down to
the spice mares and bought herself a 500 pound bag of pepper
corns. This amount of pepper
undoubtedly could have seasoned
all the dishes of her entire community for the whole war period.
Actually, her pepper corns
moulded and mildewed in her
cellar and ultimately had to be
thrown away.

Nearly 21
/
2 million young trees
were planted on 2,095 acres of
eroded and sub-marginal land by
Kentucky farmers and woodland
owners during the year ending
June 30, 1950, it was announced
today by State Forester, H. B.
Newland, of Frankfort.
In announcing this record tree
planting for Kentucky, Newland
explained that 1,207,000 seedlings
were produced and distributed
from Division of Forestry nurseries at Louisville and Dawson
Springs. The Tennessee Valley
Authority supplied 1,063,000 trees
in cooperation with the'State for
planting in western Kentucky.
The United States Soil ConservaYour
tion Service supplied 20,000 trees
to its cooperators, and 165,000
Headquarters
were purchased outside the state.
For
"Distribution this yeat• exceeded that of last year by aporoxiOriginally competitors, the ramately one-half million trees"
dio and the phonograph were first Hopkinsville Rd.
the State Forester said. LotIolly
Phone 3228
combined into a single instrument
and shortleaf pine accounted for
Princeton, Ky.
about
1925.
two-thirds of the total trees planted; other species used were
% coct N C E
black locust, black walnut, cc d DIPPP—
and white oak and yellow poplar.
Although some reforestation was
A pedestrian doesn't
done in more than half the counalways watch his step
ties in the state, landowners of
or the traffic lights. It's
Hopkins county led by planting
up to you to protect
almost 600,000 trees. Marshall
yourself against lawcounty was next with 512,000 and
suits resulting from acCalloway third with 408,000.
cidents with Automo"The nursery program of the
mobile Insurance. Add
Division of Forestry is operated
a degree of safety by
in cooperation with the United
getting it through this
States Forest-Service to promote
agency.
/
2 million
the reforestation of 11
acres of waste and sub-marginal
land scattered throughout the
State. Although production facilities have been increased the deCOMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
mand for seedlings has exceeded
Wires,WARNST Sr • •
the supply for the past three
years," Newland said.

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Another rich and nervous lady, REDS SEE MOVIE JOKE
hearing of impending rationing
Berlin — (AP) — An antiand shortages, really stocked up Communist jokester got a laugh
on canned goods. This was fine, from a German movie audience at
until a heavy rain flooded her W1ttenberge in the Russian occucellar, and soaked off the lab- pation zone recently.'A newsreel
els on the lion's share of her tins. was being shown in which East
From ihai -point,-on -o- new.
'a C,Iiiinniuniet pw..ldenI5knew whether she was opening a Wilhelm Pieck, was chatting with
tin of stewed pears or a can of a froulf-of Russian officers:Out clef the darkness the prankstewed tomatoes. Of course, this
added a surprise element to some ster shouted: "Wilhelm, hold on
of her meals, but it also made to your watch." The audience
burst into a storm of laughter.
for considerable waste.
Ffnally, there's another female Jokes about Russians and their
hoarder who never found the ne- fondness for watches have been
cessity for using most of the stuff standard in Germany since the
she stored against the rainy day conquering Red Army came in
that never came. After the war,' 1945 to strip wrist watches off
she bought and used fresher thousands of conquered Gergoods, but still couldn't quite mans.
Police swal•med into the theabring herself to disposing of the
hoard. Once in a while, even now, ter and inspected the audience
something explodes in the cellar. upon departure but the jokester
Worst of all are the inequali- escaped.
ties and downright dishonesty
Shrimp are caught as far north
that scare buying brings about.
Remember how disagreeable the as Maine and Alaska.
butcher was about meat? How
arrogant most salespeople were
about selling anything? And how
cheap most of us w'ere when we
finagled—for a price—black or
gray market cigarettes or nylons
for
from under th* counter? That's
what scare-buying and hoarding • GOOD QUALITY
causes and it is so simple to avoid
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
all that.

MEMORIALS

Steve Van Buren of Philadelphia led the National Football
League in 1949 in yards gained
(1,146), attempts (263) and touchdowns (11).
Chandler Harper posted one of
the most erratic rounds in golf
history in the 1948 PGA when he
shot a 41-29-70.

*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
see

Henrv & Henry
Phone 12S4

Princeton. Ky.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Associates
Russell Woodall

Roberta Wheeler

Sis Baker

Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Pnid
Z A. Woodall

Virgil Smith
OFFICES

Princeton
Tel, 2441

Fredonia
Tel, 9

Marion
Tel. 69

Established 1907

Dead Stock
WANTED

•

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698

FOR SALE

Mw'CUNNINGHAM

a big lift
ts.

to better.living I'
You lift your telephone—simplest gesture in the world.
Yet what a world of useful service it brings within reach
of your voice! A single call may speed your work, add to
Your fun, calm a worried mind,"br give your whole day
a lovely glow from the sound of
I well-kwed yoice. And the value of the
telephone keeps growing all the
!bile, as the number of telephones grows.
This means you can call more

SAVE MONEY
Gas at Cornick's

Ethyl Gasoline

People than ever before, and
more can call you. Southern Bell

less.
Land to be sold lies on each side and
at back of County Farm buildings.

PRICES REDUCED
Regular Gasoline

231/2c

To be sold at auction at the courthouse
door in Princeton on Monday August 21 at 1 p.m.

24/
1
2

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

County Fiscal Court

"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.

JOHN B. MORGAN, Clerk.

elePhone and Telegraph Co.

Hopkinsville Sipe

ts1 In,service •••

Portions of the Caldwell County Farm
land situated one mile east of Princeton on
Sandlick road, containing 47.9 acres, more or

Phone 9121

...se little in eocit
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Engagement Announced

Milstead - Hill

.

r..yLottie Moon Circle
Holds Picnic Thursday

a

Members of the Lottie Moon
Circle of the First Baptist Church
held a picnic last Thursday night
at Kuttawa Springs, it is anGuests wars Alas
Hies of members.
Those - attending were Mr. and
Mrs. William Larkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude koltinsky, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Lhianby, Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wilson, Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Willis,
Mrs Mina Tom Ryan, Mrs. I. J.
Pierson and daughters, Martha
Sue and Harriett of Pensacola,
Florida, and Misses Mary Wilson
Baker, Melville Youn g, Shirlie
Ryan, Patricia Smith and Mr Billy Willis, Mr. Johnny Glenn and
Mr. Billy Wilson.

Local People Attend

Local Women Attend
Paducah Bridge Party
Among those from Princeton
who attended a luncheon bridge
given by Mrs. Raymond Shultz
at her home on Blandville road,
Paducah, Tuesday, were Mrs. Bilty- otannint-- Mrs.- Rieltard- M411%.
gan, Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr., Mrs.
Billy McElroy, Mrs. Riatili Randolph, Mrs. Jim Shrewsbury,
Mrs. James Landes, Mrs. Billy
McConnell, Mrs. Jack Crider, and
Miss Martha Ann Mitchell.
Mrs. Richard Morgan and Mrs.
Billy McConnell were among the
prize winners.

Thursday, August 10, 1

,A

Miss Mary Loftus
Host
TomiFssridmaury Bioft
r,icigthe
emit
the
HeFriday
ridgau

il
hefri ov
(
ti.01linetapV
o:

yesNightw
her home on Wash i;
guests
e.
James Landes, IL.

RE NOW!

t

Co

,
:I pihhse
orengrdo
:
p.cshhthecatto W
Rchi
CTidffiLAI
2Stey
N tbY1:1
rMorga
Sharp,
Fcht
Tom Simmons, Peter
Pill,
Lo tus Crider,Guy Maarntin,Jt
d Min.m:,.,
Cooper
Barnett and Mary W;
Those winning pt.
Vergie Barnett,
Sharp and Mrs. Gu.. .

Family Reunion Sunday
In a quiet, impressive ceremony
A reunion of the family of the
In the First Baptist Church of
Princeton, Sunday evening, Aug
late Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Wilkey
was held at the home of a daughust 6 at 5 o'clock, Miss Rose Ma
ter, Mrs. R. W. Graham, in Madirie Milstead became the bride oi
sonville Sunday, August 6, with
Arnold Ralph Hill, the eldest son
a picnic dinner served at 6 p. m.
of Mr. and Mrs. Adra Hill of DalMr. and Mrs. A. P. Viilk;
West End Club Meets
Princeton guests attending the
ton, Kentucky.
Mrs. Hugh Blackburn, West Sunday night with Mr...
reunion included Mr. and Mrs. F.
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler officiated
Main street, entertained the West F. P. G ian nminri.
G.
P. Giannini, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. B.
with the single ring ceremony.
End Club Thursday night. ReW. Giannini, Dr. and Mrs. F. P.
and Mrs. S.
The bride was givep in marriC.
freshments were served to ,Mes- ducah, were recent vi •
Giannini, Jr., and Jack Gianninl.
age by her father, Willard MilCaldLowry
Butler,
dames A. G.
home of Mr.
Other members of the family
stead. She was attired in a white,
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Wilkey and well, Robert Coleman, Georgia Murphey, East Ma:;
included Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Wilnylon-organdy street length dress,
son Rock, visited Mc. and Mrs. F. Duke, Glenn Farmer, William
fashioned with a full skirt and
key, West Point, Miss.; Mr. and
P. Giannini of this city over the Blackburn, and Miss Wilma daughter,
a
tenrd, Mr
Mrs.
sF
Mrs. W. M. Terry, Albuquerque,
wide light blue sash. She wore a
CaM
theiine
Blackburn.
weekend.
of Clinton, have been
corsage of red rose buds and carNew Mexico; Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
visitdi
•
"sometraditional
Princeton
games
and
those
enjoyed
and
Mrs.
the
Owensboro;
Mr.
They
th sw
Wilkey,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Robinson
ried out
and
borrowed,
Robert
Mrs.
were
Mrs.
sons,
new,
Masters were dinner
have returned from a visit with winning prizes
Batley Wilkey and two
thing old,
Mrs. Robinson's sister, Mrs. Jack Coleman, Mrs. Georgia Duke and of Rev. and Mrs. 0. K.
Huntington, West, Va.; Mr. Rayblue."
Actress Bette Davis, with
Film
HONEYMOONS:
DAVIS
BETTE
Monday.
Miss Wilma Blackburn. ,
mond Wilkey, Lexington; Mr. and
Miss Ruby Lee Johnson, maid
shown no their honey- B. Land and Mr. Land, St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Mrs. C. R. Wilken Little Rock, her fourth husband Actor Gary Merrill, are
of honor, wore a pink organdy
Mexico.
marriage
in
28
July
their
Mass.,
after
Gloucester,
moon
at
Princeton,
•
Ark.; Mrs. Lorene alankenship
dress with white accessories and 211 Morgan avenue,
Bette has
announce the engagement of and son Bobby, Elizabethtown; Roberto Rossellini announced in Rome Monday that
a white mixed corsage.
Bowie Mr. and Mrs. Bud Asher and son, agreed to star in his next movie. (AP Wirephoto)
Virginia
daughter,
their
brother
his
served
Owen Hill
to Mr. Richard Kline Cherry, son Erskin, and daughter, Mrs. Geras best man.
irthday Party
Cherry, trude Shoulders Mrs. Rubye
The couple are making their of Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Satter- Blackwell, Clay; Mr. and Mrs. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian McAlister
home in Indianapolis, Indiana, Rockford, Illinois. Miss
entertained with a birthday dinwhere Mr. Hill is a student in field attended Ward-Belmont in E. Wilkey and daughter, Sarah,
WashMartin,
of
Beverly
Miss
University of Providence; Mr. and Mrs. Kener Sunday in honor of Mr. McLincoln Chiropractic College, un- Nashville and the
ington, D. C., is visiting her fathbirthday.
til the first of September when Kentucky where she was a mem- neth Blackwell, Miss Maud Wil- er, Mr. K. L. Martin, and Mrs. hater's
Penney's salespeople handThose present were Mr. a n d
Mrs. Hill will return here to en- ber of the Zeta Tau Alpha soroity key, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wilkey Martin, North Harrison street, and
and
Mr.
Grimwood,
picked these values for you!
fraternity
Norman
for
Mrs.
music
•
Phi
Beta
and Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Graham,
ter school where she will be a and
her sister, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers and *Mrs. Thomas Garrett and family,
women. Mr. Cherry is a student all of Madisonville.
junior this year.
family, Eddyville road.
'Evansville, Mr. and Mrs. Bernie
at the University of Kentucky
Other guests were Mr. a n d
Mrs. Byford says, "There's notk•
"TERRIFIC
Roy A. Woodall, Jr., returned Breshears and family of Sturgis;
where he is a member of the Phi Mrs. Harper Gatton, Madisonville.
to his home in Paducah Monday
Satterfield,
ing
Buddy
Mrs.
like frothy ruffled Priscillos
and
VALUES
Nickell - Satterfield
for
r.
Mu Alpha music fraternity.
Congratulatory messages were
after a visit with his grandparrs. Rob McAlister and daughMr. and Mrs. Daniel Nickell
received from Billy Terry, Pittsto
dress
up a room! They look so
says
WOMEN"
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, er, and Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Sat•
announce the marriage of their Terrell - Rogers
burg, Ca., and Rumsey Gresham,
luxuriant and see how little you
Wilma Sigler.
erfield and Sydney Wood, all of•
daughter, Katherine, to Mr. Gray
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Terrell, of San Antonio, Texas, the latter S. Jefferson street.
Satterfield, son of Mrs. Louise Crider, announce the marriage of having recently enlisted
inceton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan and
pay."
in the
Satterfield, East Market, Satur- their daughter, Amanda Louise, Air Corps as an aerial
photo- daughter Pat were in BlytheMr. and Mrs. Stanley Sharp
day, August 4.
ville,
Ark.
last
week.
Miss
Betty
to Carl Clark Rogers, son of Mr. grapher.
e visiting Mr. and Mrs. George
Rev. Shirley DeBell read the and Mrs. Lawrence Rogers, of
Mahan, who had been visiting her
boe in Port Hueneme, Caliceremony at his home in the Route 3, Fredonia.
grandmother, Mrs. T. J. Mahan,
Family Reunion
ornia. They left Princeton SunWhite Sulphur community.
returned home with them.
They were united in marriage
The family and wife of the late
ay morning.
The bride chose a navy dress Saturday night by the Rev. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall,
Mrs. Paul Hoover and son Tomwith white accessories and a cor- Wigginton, pastor of the Cumber- Leffel Alsobrook of Burns, Ken- Jr., are visiting his parents, Mr.
y, Little Rock, Arkansas, have
sage of red rose buds. She is a land Presbyterian Church, Fre- tucky, spent Sunday with his sis- and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, S. JefEyelet embroidered, 80 sq.
ter, Mrs. Hunter Slick, Princeton.
en visiting Mrs. T. L. Mitchell
graduate of Butler High School. donia.
ferson street. They have been in
cotton with ribbon beading.
Those
-present
were
Mr.
and
t 610 Madisonville street and
Mr. Satterfield is a graduate
Attendants were Miss Dorothy Mrs. Paul Alsobrook, Janice, Chicago where Mr. Woodall at- • her friends and relatives in
of Cobb High School and is now
tended
the
summer
session
of
Strong.
Terrell
and
Burton
Donna
Kaye,
Mary
Louise,
David
inceton.
employed with the State HighNorthwestern University. They
The bride wore a white dress and Daniel, Mr. and Mrs. Louie
way Department.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stone
will
return
to
Hopkinsville
where
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chambers with navy blue accessories. Her Rushing, Ronnie, Peggy Jean and Mr. Woodall is employed as band
d son, Howard Jr., are visiting
Marie Dean, Mr. and Mrs. Murwere the only attendants. Mrs. corsage was white carnations.
latives in Detroit this week.
director
at
the
high
school.
Miss Dorothy Terrell wore a rice Alsobrook, Stanley a n d
Chambers chose for the occasion
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Gentry, of
Mr. E. R. Wilson has returned
a pink dress with white acces- blue dress with white accessories. Gary, Mr. and Mrs. Delmer
bum, were Sunday visitors of
from a visit with his son, George
Mitchell
and
Steven,
and
Mrs.
Her
corsage
was
white
carnations.
sories.
r. and Mrs. Lucian Greer, W.
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers are at Ethel Alsobrook, all of Burna; Wilson and family, at Ft. Collins, am n street.
The couple will make their
California.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Davidson
living
with
his
present
parents.
home on East Market street.
Mrs. George Klinker and son,
of Marion, and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. McElroy and
eorge, Jr. of Chicago. Ill., are
Thomas
Also
Mr.
brook
and
of
Mrs.
J. D. Dunn, of AlSmithland.
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boyd and
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Mrs. Virginia Alsobrook, Mr. ton, Ill., wer2 in Hccigensville
spent Thursday in Paducah vis- Carroll, Mrs. Madge McChesney
Stephens, S. Jefferson.
iting Mrs. Pogrotsky's niece, Mrs. and Rev. Kinsolving spent Sun- and Mrs. Otho Alsobrook, Mer- this week visiting Mr. and. Mrs.
Mrs. Charline Scocrost and son,
Marshall Neimer, Mr. Neimer and day afternoon with Miss 0tie lin and J. W., Mr. and Mrs. Earl Charles Allen McElroy.
/
-11--I
Spurlock and Jane Allison, Mr.
Larry Pedley who has been is' An, of Ogden, Utah; Mrs. Bob
daughter, SallyJean.
Morse, WeSt Main street.
dramatic
teacher of
and Mrs. Ray Slick, M. and Cape Cod, Mass., since his gradPERMANENT FINISH
°Vie stars, of Los Angeles; Mrs.
Mrs. Coy Slick and Larl., and uation from K.M.I. in June, has
orest
Henderson and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Hunter Blick, all of Prince- returned to spend the remainder
ajors, Cadiz; Mrs. Gus Carneal
ton.
of his summer vacation with his
lid Mrs. Robert Lee, of Hopkinsparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Pedville, were Sunday guests of Mr.
lcy, Locust street.
Penney Priced
rid Mrs. L. E. Greer, W. Main.
Leader Congratulates
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Allen
G.
Hubbard,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Travis Gray,
Mr Byron Williams and his
To
Save You More
Route 3, on the birth of a son, W. Main street, spent the week- ather, Dempsey Williams, are
84 x 90
end
in
Jackson, Tenn. Their
Murl Travis Gray, August 2.
xpected to return to Princeton
White :tad Colored
grandson, George Baker, Jr., re• • •
Entire stock of
e latter part of next week afMr. and Mrs. Virgil Warren turned to Princeton with them for sr submitting to operations at
a
visit.
Lamb, 803 Mechanic, on the
xcelsior Springs Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morris and
TRASH and TREASURE ANTIQUE SHOP
birth of a son, Philip Ray Lamb,
Mrs. John Barber and sons,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R
a
I ph Lumpkins George
August 2.
Forest Barber and John
Rayon crepes . . . lavishly trim• • •
were visitors in the home of Mr.
tapleton Barber, Jr., of Morganmed, Full cut, lovely colors.
and
Mrs. L. L. Patmor, W. Main eld,
$7.77
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Elwood
CHENILLE SPREADS,90 x 105
Two miles south of Madisonville on U.S. 41.
are visiting her parents, Mr.
Sizes 32-40.
Hughes, 501 Franklin, on the street, over the weekend. Mr. and Mrs. G. R.
$1.00
LACE
McKinney,
PANELS,
W.
54
x
90
birth of a son, Richard Anthony Morris and Mr. Lumpkins are atam n street. Mr. McKinney and
$1.00
tending Vanderbilt Law School,
"MEN, YOU'LL
PLASTIC FILM, 10 yds
Hughes, August 3.
r. Barber attended the funeral
Nashville.
Twenty per cent and twenty-five per cent
. 77c
,..
SAVE PLENTY ON
of George Greenwell in Morgan
• • •
PLASTIC DRAPES
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Joseph
Mrs. L. J. Pierson and daugh- 'field, Tuesday
');: THESE," says Mrs.
Smith, Hayes Avenue, on the ters Martha Sue and Harriett,
discount on all stock. Sale dates are Monday,
Mr. Frank B. Blackburn, South
birth of a daughter, Patricia Lee of Pensecola, Fla., are visiting her
McConnell.
Jefferson street, is suffering from
Smith, August 3..
mother, Mrs. Mae Dorr, and Mrs.
Tuesday and Wednesday, August 14 through
a throat infection and has been
"SEE THESE VAl
J. H. Nickell, 211 W. Market
nder a physician's care for the
Mr. and 14s. Wil
.
moth Conway street.
August 16 from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
rEiSg,htB.UY & SAVE
w
U
ast week.
Whitten, 107 Baldwin, on the
Mrs. Mattie Downing, N. JefMrs. Charlie Vance and daughMrs. Cartsays
birth of a daughter, Patricia Jane ferson street, is visiting
her er, Catherine, Bremen, Germany,
Whitten, July 31.
.daughter, Mrs. Clarence McEl- are visiting her parents Mr. and
• • .•
roy, in Morganfield.
rs. Robert Estill, Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Nelson,
OMEN'S BLOUSES •77c
Misses Martha Sue (Cissy)
Miss Betty Ruth Travis and
213 Baldwin, on the birth of a
Gresham and Patsy Shortt will Art Travis children of Mr. and
OTTON SUNBACKS $2.00
son, John Radford Nelson, July
return this week after a twors. H. A. Travis, Hopkinsville
"VALUE
26.
PACKED
BOYS' GIIRRLLSS: COTTON PANTIES 19c
week vacation in Natchez, Miss. road, wiLl return home Saturday
• • •
Mrs.
$1.98
Alma
ith
their grandmother, Mrs. JesBrasher and Miss
DRESSES
Mr. and Mrs. George Edward
NEEDS," says Ed Carter.
Swatzell, Route 1, Cerulean, on Mary Spangler spent Monday in sie Williams of Lexington, after
OMEN'S SWEATERS $2.98
a three weeks' vacation.
the birth of a son, Gary Wayne Louisville.
Misses Mattie Pettit and Jo
FLOUR, Star, plain or selfrising
Mrs. Robert Elyer and children
Summer Materials, 3 yds $1.00
$1.25
Stvatzell, July 30.
Stembridge spent Thursday in of Patterson, Missouri, arrived
PURSES2fo.r... $$31..0000
S
RAYON SLIPS,
Mr. and Mrs. Cl a ud e Bebout Atlanta, Ga. Miss Judith Ann Tuesday for a visit with her
MEAL, cloth bag, 25 lb. bag . .
. . $1.35
4-16
and daughter, Frances, Detroit, Pettit, who has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lesare visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. L. sister, Mrs. Billie Miller, in At- ter, East Market street.
PET MILK, large cans, 2 for
25c
4-12
Asher, Farmersville.
lanta returned home with them.
Mr. Clyde Spickard was in Pa1 Table Ladies' Sportswear
ducah last week.
TOILET PAPER, 4 rolls
Drastically Reduced.
25c
Mrs. Paul Rowland and Mr.
and Mrs. R. T. Thompson spent
CORN FLAKES, 13 oz. box
19c
Mr. Carr says,
Sunday in Elberfeld, Indiana, vis"For
iting
this 'our' week, we sales people hand picked these values
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. ThompVINEGAR, gallon jug
30c
son and Bonnie Jean.
for you. See them and compare. The more you buy the more
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Coleman,
CRACKERS, 1 lb. box
25c
you save and saving you money is our business. Remember
Mrs. Cecil Coleman, Kenny and
Linda spent Sunday in MetropoJAR LIDS, No. 63 or regular size, doz. .. . 10c
NO SECONDS EVER, ALL ALTERATIONS FREE, and we wet'
lis visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
come our La -Awa at PENNEY'S."
Frothingham.
JAR RINGS
05c
Mrs. Eddie Hawkins and nephew, Ralph Martin, Good street,
JAR TOPS, 2 piece, complete, doz.
10c
returned Monday from a visit to
her son, Wheeler Hawkins, Mrs.
CHEWING GUM, 3 packages
10c
Hawkins and daughter, in Mississippi.
Women's
CANDY, all kinds, 3 bars
10c
Miss Rena Boynton, Panama
TERRY
RAYON
KNIT
Canal, is spending tile remainder
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin
85c
ON SALE
of the summer with her aunt,
Mrs. Mary Lou Keeney Crawford
8:30 A.M.
of this city.
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$1.44
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on the farm,
with t
of corn, but
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However, the
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northeast co
lying north of

RUFFLED ORGANDIES

Moving Sale of Antiques

$3.00

RAYON
GOWNS

$1.50

Wonderful Buys for.Your Home

story of the d

Tw
50 squar
ubfloor
NEXT
With S

. C. Penney

Craftsman Dress Shirts-$1.77
Pajamas, solid colors-$2.
Summer Pants, now 3.88 & 4.44
S••
ir
hor I v
•

BETTER BUYS

Sport Shirtssizes
Gre Twill Pants

Sai
the date

88c
$2.49

How would you like to re-buy every-

PECIAL F

burned TONIGHT?

QUINN'S GROCERY
211 W. Shepardson St.

37c

August Clearance Sale

JohnE.YoungIns.Agency

SUPER LOW PRICES
Phone 2611

S. Harrison St.

BATH,TOWELS

Dial 2620

She, M. & L.

5:4111 P.M.

44c
20 x 40

SORRY, NO PHONE ORDERS - NO LAY-AWAYS
- ONE DAY ONLY

ROCK SHARPE CRYSTAL
STEM

WARE

Walker's Drugs 81 Jewelry
DIAL 3211

+,4

FRIDAY ONLY

PETTICOATS

Play safe -- Call us!

hitch ra
Wm. G.

BUT...

thing in your house?-lf everything

of the 10

Polo Shirts, striped, 10-16-50c
Big Mac Overall Pants-$1.49
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Day Visitors

Blind Eskimo Girl's
Dog Leads Her Way

rovements

ee ITi

from Page One)
the rotagravue
that
A ging
'Courter-Journal
•, of the
splendid pictures
d several
The piefare dedication.
.owed- the-.111111...£ Q.NY d
address,
heard Gov, Fields'
geits of rural school char
photographs of Superintend, j, Lowry and'Representapromili. King occupying
places in the group of pic-

By Jane Eads
San Francisco — A blind Eski- furniture. She weaves afghans,
Washington — Prior to World
1
mo girl has overcome mountain- neckties and mats in spare home
4tt' War II about 20 per cent of all
:out uhataclas-So achieve a happy time trajoigment the family purse
employees -were Nvoinen.
She does the family marketing.
and useful life,
Women made up 19 per cent of the
total federal Continental employShe is now Mrs. Melba King of They have a garden, and raise
ment in June 1941. They now
Seattle, college graduate, home- fruits eiLd vegetables"
They like to flesh, read and
make up 22 per cent. Agencies remaker and assistant bread winquiring more office workers than
ner with a score of unusual skills. play cards in braille, hike, dance,
"blue collar" workers have a
Her name got a brief mention listen to the movies and the radio.
higher proportion of women than
in the news in San Francisco as Both had second world war jobs
do agencies employing many
one of seven blind perions who —she as recording device operator
ension 'of the work at the
the three"blue collar" workers.
had been given guide dogs by for the investigations division of
has been under
Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc., the U. S. Civil Service, and he
of s. J. Lowry who came
Civil Ser vice Commissioner
uperintendent of the exafter they had . completed a in the Port of Embarkation.
Frances Perkins points out that
us
It is a life nobody would have
month's training on how to use
ntal.station in 1924. Lowry
the largest percentage of women
dreamed possible 30 years ago for
the dogs.
eu, assistant superintendfederal employees are in the steEskimo c h i 1 d, triply
nographer - typist classification.
Mrs. King stooped to fondle her the little
ai been connected with the
blindness, poverty
event of, the farm since
"This is a popular trade in the
new companion—"Miss Gypsy", a handicapped by
primitive origin.
_ent research is being
past few years for Women," she
sensitive, black and brown shep- and
A young teacher in an Alaskan
(led in agronomy, horticulsays, "but there is a great opporherd—and exclaimed:
government 'school spotted little
livestock and poultry. A
tunity for men in this field, es"It is just.wonderful! To have Melba as one with rare determipecially as traveling secretaries
ary of some of this work EXHAUSTED WARRIORS:. South Korean troops,
frOBO VACATIONS: Mrs. Win- absolute freedom in walking, in- nation. The teacher, now Mrs.
worn out by all-night fight with the enemy, with
will
copies
and
printed
various commissions."
en
sleep atop cases of mortar shells directly back of the Korean front lines. (AP Wirephoto)
throp (Bobo) Rockefeller—clad stead of always being afraid of Corinne Call of Seattle, ol4tained
•:ributed to those attending
As of last January the largest in blue jeans—fondles a dog on falling off a curb or down some government aid for the child and
meeting
today
and
RETURN FROM MURRAY
.eld Day
proportion (78 per cent) of wom- the farm of her parents, Mr. and stairs, or a sidewalk elevator, or sent her to schools for the blind
Among the students - from
en in any government agency was Mrs. Peter Neveeltas.. near Lo- of bumping into buildings or
in the state of Washington. There
in the Selective Service System.
J.er the direction of these Princeton who have returned to
well Ind. Bobo and her 22- people."
Melba won a scholarship to the
employees
of
the
their
homes
after
ten
attending
the
Smallest
(seven
per cent) was m-onth-old son, Winthrop II, are
With verve, Mrs. King threw Perkins Institute at Watertown,
s and
crops
work
is
summer
and
term
at
Murray
State
employed
by
soils
the Panama Rail- visiting the farm for a "plain old- herself into the lessons of her Mass. Next came her teaching
road Co.
ried on approximately 1,000 college are Margaret Gresham,
fashioned vacation." Mrs. Rocke- training course. She crossed city certificate.
consisting of eight regular Joyce Kay Dearing, Jo Lester, ,
The Post Office Department feller would allow no pictures of streets, mounted buses and even
By Robert Hewlett
song begins "From the Halls of
Back to Alaska she went, to
number
of
misMary Virginia Meadows, Barbara
ts and a
Tripoli, Libia — U. S. airmen, Montezuma to the Shores of Trip- employs about eight women out the baby because she wants the walked through the Stockton teach Eskimos and Indians at
us variety tests. Five of Franklin, Minnie Mallory and Bill sailors and marines in this lonely oli," returned to a onetime bat- of each 100, Navy 17, Interior 21, baby to have "a normal lie." street tunnel—a terrifying haz- Eklutna, near Anchorage, and to
ular projects are located on Brown.
ard to the blind. The reverberat- save money from her small earnbut strategic North African area tleground on July 4—but this Tennessee Valley Authority 10. (AP Photo)
In addition to the 408,000 women
ne land and three on
ing roar of street-cars drowns out ings to go on with her own colare becoming spare time diplo- time in peace and friendship.
orie land. Both areas are
the normal wises the blind de- lege education, a semester at a
Mrs. A. K. Miller, Tulsa, Okla., mats in making friends with the ' At the invitation of Arab lead- reported in continental U. S. A.
tative of much of the arrived Monday for a visit with Arabs.
pend upon.
ers, a detachment of marines and federal employ last January,
time. She finally got her B. A.
a western Kentucky.
her sister, Mrs. Fred Taylor, "You are welcome in my house sailors landed at Derna to unveil more than 29,000 were working
On the high, Golden Gate
these
experiments
returnof
./
Tylene
-Talley
has
Mrs.
east
South Seminary street.
bridge walk, Mrs. King was ecstaMiss Annie Cummins entered
—I am honored to have you as a plaque commemorating the cap- overseas, for the State Departed from a visit with her daughter, tic, asking rapid questions about Princeton Hospital Monday for a
third plot is a check plot
my guest"—that's the greeting de- ture of the old fort there by ma- ment, ECA, Panama Canal and
and
family,
receives no treatment, so this tract Of land is best protrayRussell
Griffith
Mrs.
about 30 other agencies.
the views of the city, the height minor operation and reports are
livered in Arabic to visiting Lib- rines in 1805. Tripolitanian pirthe most inexperienced ed by photographs made in 1925,
Reductions in force, affecting Chicago, and is ,visiting relatives of the bridge, the look of he that she is improving nicely.
ian dignitaries by Col. Fred 0. ates had been holding American
here. She will leave in the near water.
the variations in the pro- again in 1941, and by seeing it
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brinkle
Easley, Jr., cornmanding officer of prisoners at Tripoli and demand- both men and women, followed
future for a visit with her son,
ity of the soil with and today. TN, only resemblance is a
"I'm so glad I was able to see and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Bringle
the big U. S. airbase on the Medi- ing tribute from U. S. merchant the end of World War II. A large
treatment. In addition to sycamore tree which identifies
number of women withdrew vol- James Talley and family, Upper it," she declared. "Now I can tell and family are visiting Mr. and
shipping companies.
terranean shore near here.
Maryland.
ations which the visitor the location. In 1925 the steep
my husband all about it."
Mrs. Henry Hoghes and family
Participating in the ceremony untarily. There is hardly a field
Easley, whose hometown is
e. the summary gives the slopes were bare of vegetation,
Mr. and Mrs. Louard Egbert
Eugene W. King, her husband, of Fredonia.
Fordyce, Ark., doesn't know any were Mohammed Sagisly, prime in government work in which
yield of all check plots, badly eroded, with gullies and a
Hopkinsville
street,
are
sons,
and
is a Thlinget Indian, a bag bailer
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ward and
more Arabic , than those few minister of Cyrenaica; Orray Taft women are not engaged. They are
the yields of all the treated few persimmon sprouts, making
planning to leave this morning in the St. Regis paper plant at three children have returned
words. But his southern drawl of Santa Barbara, Calif., U. S. medical officers, chemists, patent
a perfect picture of wasteland apwhere
they
Washington,
D.
C.,
for
Seattle. He is nearly blind, but from Detroit after spending a
and easy smile are boosting consul at Tripoli; Capt. Henry P. examiners, clerks, psychiatrists,
viewing the various experi- parently worth next to nothing.
will visit M r s. Egbert's sister, has "object perception".
week with relatives here.
American prestige in this desert Wright, Jr., of Santa Barbara, economists — even lighthouse
farm,
rotation
visitors are In 1941 after treatment,
on the
Mrs. Herbert Vickery and family. "He can see you come into the
Mrs. J. M. Pool and daughter,
land which is due to become in- commanding officer of the U. S. S. keepers, park archeologists, rurwith the luxuriant of crops and sodding, the field
I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Randolph room, but he doesn't know who Barbara, have returned to their
Montague; and Marine Major al mail carriers.
dependent in 18 minths.
of corn, burley and dark was carpeted in a stand of blueMiss Perkins says: "For those and children, and Miss Nancy you are until you speak," she ex- home in Denver, Colorado, after
The U. S. wants to keep Wheel- Dorrance S. Radcliffe of Sparks,
red clover and other grass reaching above the runvisiting Mrs. Pool's mother, Mrs.
who want to work, a government Hearne spent last week at Ken- plained.
us Field, one of the biggest air Nev.
However, the field which ning boards of a truck. The tfield
irried six years, they are buy- Claude Wilson, and other relajob is an excellent j o b." The tucky Lake. ,
bases in North Africa, after this
of
Capt.
H.
D.
Wortman
Marine
Lowry points to with the was planted in corn in 1948, neat
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Stroube ing their home, and own their tives and friends.
former Italian colony becomes a Rockford, Ill., and Pets. Allyn workweek is 40 hours. You have
t pride is one in the ex- in 1949 and at present has a:carfree state. And maintaining Bennett, Worcester, Mass., and 26 days of leave eacH year for and mother, Mrs. Ruby Spurlock,
northeast corner of the pet of clover and grass more
friendly relitions with the Arabs Walter Schmidt, Jr., of Montrose, vacations and other purposes and and Gus Dean were Sunday guests
lying north of the Saldlick than knee high and is a petfect
sick leave up to 15 days without of Mrs. Stroube's mother, formeris one way to help that aim, in Mich., unveiled the plaque.
picture of well developed, highdeduction in pay. Once a year ly Mrs. S. J. Larkins of PrinceCol. Easley's view.'
story cf the develo si
f
employees are rated as to their ton and nov. of Greenville.
A THRILL FOR ARABS
Marshall Patrick Darnell, son
efficiency. They must be dismisOn Armed Forces Day last May,
sed or reduced in grade if ratings of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Darnell,
nearly 5,000 Tripolitanian Arabs
are unsatisfactory. If they make Eddyville, Route 1, will enter
swarmed over the base as guests
(Last Week's News)
of the airmen. They got their first
There was an attendance of "good" or better they receive au- first year high school at Mayfield,
tomatic pay raises at one year making his home with his brothlook at a helicopter in action, 128 at Sunday school Sunday.
chattered excitedly as they sat in
Mrs. Owen Morris, Wanda intervals in lower grades and at er, Sgt. Earl Darnell and wife
Rebecca. Marshall is employed as
the seats of the big transport Kay George, M:s. Wilfred Win-.1 18 months in the higher.
planes based here and wiped out ters and Sarah Ann visited Mr,.
Women may retire at 65 if golf clerk in Mayfield.
the post exchange's supply of ice Edna Cartwright and family Sud- they've had 30 years' gover anent
day. They attended the Sunda service. They must retire at 70. Sgt. John Keeney Sent
cream and soft drinks.
Wheelus Field is a transit point school Association Meeting SunTo Korea This Month
-afternoon which was held at
for MATS (Military Air TransCard Of Thanks
Sgt. John Keeney was sent to
port Service) planes enroute to Macedonia.
We wish to express our sincere
the U. S. air base in Saudi AraKorea the first part Of this month
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and thanks and
appreciation to our
bia. On MATS' second anniver- Marion Wayne spent Sunday with
friends and neighbors for each as a member of the Signal Corps
sary last month airmen handed Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn and
deed of kindness rendered and in charge of radio communicaFor further information, telephone 2825.
out bags *of cart* seit a nearby Betty Jean.
sympathy extended during t h e tions with 14 men under his suschool as birthday presents.
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell illness and passing of our loved
pervision, it is announced. Mrs.
oiaam has not were in Lone Oak Sunday. Rev.
The Mein/Oka
one, Bayless Cantrell.
Keeney and children are staying
gone off with°, a 'hitch, how- DeBell peached there for Rev,
The thoughtful kindness a n d in Yokahama at the present time.
ever. Recently a -U. S. sentry T. T. Crabtree who was hero
106 East Court Square, Princeton, Kentucky, Phone 2825
fatally wounded an Arab trespas- preaching during the revival consolation will ever be remem- Sgt. Keeney is the son of Mrs.
bered by each family member.
Mary Lou Keeney Crawford 411
sing on the base. Prompt apolo- meeting.
,
The Cantrell Family.
6-1tc East Market street.
gies were made to local Arab
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Traylor,
leaders and U. S. officials said a Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell and
fence would be erected around Rev. T. T. Crabtree were guests
the base to lessen the danger of of several different homes dursimilar incidents in the future.
. C. Penney Co.
Columbus, Miss.
ing the revival.
MARINES BACK AT TRIPOLI
Miss Louise Crofton of Kuttawa,
U. S. Marines, whose marching spent Monday night with Betty
a n d attended
Jean Faughn
church.
Mrs. Luther Cartwright has
By
been ill.
GO.

American Troops Learn
How- To Be Diplomats

FOR SALE

White Sulphur News

Desirable building lot. Located on
So. Seminary St. Size 50 x '190.
Price $1,250.
House and lot, located on 91-highway adjacent to Princeton. A good
investment at $2500.00.

FOR SALE

Two Choice Restricted

ES

Residential Lots

50 square feet with basement and
ubfloor built.
NEXT DOOR TO HOSPITAL

ome
$7.77
$1.00
$1.00
.77c

VALSAVE"
Cart.
77c
, $2.00
S 19c
$1.98
$2.98
$1.00
$3.00
$1.00

With Sewer and All Utilities

JOE A. McHAR—G—

eaodeilicatci 2JcIIe

Q40012.

IN SOLID WILD CHERRY

DAVIS CABINET

White Sulphur News
All persons or firms who are interested in leasing a portion
of the lot on East Market Street, Princeton, Kentucky, known as the
hitch rack lot, may make a sealed bid and must hand same to
Wm. G. Pickering, County Judge, on or before 10 A.M. September
12, 1950.
Said bids will have to be for a period of twenty years from
the date the lease is signed.

lues
ore
ber
wel-

Busch Cummins Insurance Agency

A bid may be made for the leasing of two lots facing East
Market Street, each lot being forty feet on Market Street, and
feet, or may be
extending back between parallel lines seventy
on a lot fronting East Market Street, eighty feet and running back between parallel lines for a depth of sixty feet.
made

Any person may bid on any one lot, both lots or the lot eighty
by sixty feet. The county will lease to the highest and best bidder
and will least1411 o lots each to a different individual or will
lease said one lot to one individual, according to whichever bids
higher.
bids.
Caldwell County has a right to refuse any and all

JOHN MORGAN
COUNTY COURT CLERK

There wass an attendance of
95 at Sunday School Sunday.
Charles Paris and Preston Morris visited their parents over the
weekend.
Mrs. Willard Mitchell visited
Mrs. Edna Cartwright and family Sunday. Sunday afternoon
visitors were Mrs. Auther Faughn
and Betty Jean, Mrs. Owen Mor-.
ris and Wanda Kay George,
Preston Morris and Joe Francis.
A ground breaking ceremony
was held following the morning
services Sunday with Mrs. George
lifting the first shovel of dirt.
She is reported to be the oldest
member of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
Marion Wayne visited Mr. and
Mrs. Auther Faughn and Betty
Jean Friday night.
Mrs. Tom Brown is ill.

Morse To Attend VFW
National Convention
John Paul Morse, commander
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Post No. 5595, Princeton, is expected to attend the national
VFW convention in Chicago during the last week in this month,
C. R. Baker announced Wednesday.
Commander Morse was appointed a member of the national conference committee at Louisville July 90 by John Darnell,
state commander. There are five
members of the committee expected to attend the national
convention, Baker said.
).
ENLISTS IN NAVY
Billy Wilkerson, son of NV. and
Mrs. George Wilkerson, has just
recently enlisted in the U. S.
Navy and has been sent to San
Diego, Calif., for his trItining.

land Valley group allows you to have your choice in Authentic
Our
Reproductions of outstanding pieces of the gracious early 1800 period, combining
perfect workmanship and beautiful solid cherry.

SEE THIS IN OUR WINDOW

MORGAN'S
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
FURNITURE DEALERS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035

'KENTUCKY
- RINCETON,
THE PRINCETON 1.1AbEit. P

Children Should
Be Immunized To
Prevent Epidemics

Hopkinsville Road
(Lest Week's News)
Mr. and Mrs. George Nichols,
- - of --Wallonia, -untertainect with .a.
picnic at their home Sunday,
July 30, In honor. of Mrs. Amos
Winstead and son, Dickie, of Los
Angeles, Calif. Those enjoying the
occasion were Mr. and Mrs. L. F.
Nabb, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Nabb,
Mr. Manor Nabb, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nabb and daughter, Betty, son Charlie, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Benton, Mrs. Lawson Poindexter and children, Ann a n d
Billie, Mrs. Jim Cox, all of Guthrie; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nabb
and daughter Peggy of Evansville; Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Smith
and daughter Kathryn Blanche,
Mrs. Blanche Pickering, Mrs.
Arch Hollowell, Mr. Harold and
Miss Helen Hollowell, Mr. and
Mrs. .W. B. Major, Mrs. William
Ladd, Mrs. Claudia Nabb, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Nabb and daughter,
Kay, M. and Mrs. Walter Scott,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Scott, of
Princeton, Mr. and Mrs. George
Nichols, Jr., and children, Betty
and Billie Joe, Jack Reynolds and
John Bridges of Wallonia.
Mrs. Herman Darnell and Mrs.
F. A. Thomas spent the day in
Dawson Springs last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nabb and
daughter, Peggy, were weekend
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nabb
of Evansville.
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Pre-school examinations are a
necessary part of proper preparation for school entrance, and immunizations are a necessary part
of these examinations. If children
have been vaccinated they will
resist the germs to which they
may be exposed in the classroom,
protecting not only themthereby
atthey
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should start in infancy. Physi- really Works at it. The giant Arias said he was prompted to vol(AP Wirephoto)
cians recommend a triple vaccine unteer after seeing a picture in the paper of another weighty
Lebanon. Regular services of which immunizes against whoop- volunteer. Recruiting officials said "Tiny" would pass.(AP WireSunday School and church with ing cough, tetanus and diphtheria, photo)
picnic lunch at noon and we hope beginning at three months of age.
D. White, commanding general of
to have a visiting preacher for However, your own physician
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the U. S. constabulary.
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(Last Week's News)
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Lord for such
in mountain areas until midsumthe
Gen. Clarke says the men take
It's just Brig. Gen. Bruce C.
tucky, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. expecting some more next Sun- having a family physician,
mer.
the Caldwell County Health Unit can Clarke's non-commissioned offi- very well to the four-hour course
H. Pool, our pianist for the week. day. Painting will begin on
are administer the immunization.
in etiquette.
cers academy at work.
She was faithful all week and old church this week. We
An adequate immunization pro"Our etiquette instruction is
Clarke, a handsome broaddid such a wonderful job. We also still hoping for a new building,
gram is the best way to keep the shouldered armored warfare vet- not so detailed as it might be,"
appreciate Mr. Urey Cook who maybe after this war is over.
epidemics. eran who made an enviable rec- he says, "but weaorovide the men
Mrs. T. A. Ladd is still confined community free from
left his farm work every day,
ord in World War II, is running with the fundamentals in the hope
to teach the Intermedi- to her bed, but is slightly imcoming
U.S. 41-A and Country Club Boulevard at
well
as
spent
job,
PheljiS
grand
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Mrs.
a
the only school of its kind in the that it will make their associaproved.
did
He
ates.
Army. He is now commanding tions easier. None of them regard
as the ladies that trained so Saturday afternoon at her bedofficer of the Second U. S con- it as sissified."
faithfully thru the 'week. We side. Mrs. Howard Pickering also
Week's News)
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we hope to have another Bible
Pat Neil Ladd, who is stationed Louis Friday after visiting his
year.
with loud-voiced top They must be good non-comnext
associated
school
AnSan
Base,
Air
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Lackland
mother, Mrs. Della Calhoun CarNow Open -- New Management, Better Food,
he missioned officers before Gen.
We had a nice Sunday School tionio, Texas, reports to his par- rington.
sergeants, is only one of
Clarke's school makes them betsix-week
Clarke's
in
attendance but we need more ents that his basic training has
courses
Sammy Lander of Hopkinsville
Lower Prices, Faster Service.
ter ones.
boys and girls, so won't you par- been cut from thirteen weeks to spent last week here visiting Joe school term.
The school is having its effect
THEY ALSO LEARN TACTICS
ents get them ready and send eight week. From there he.goes White.
The carriage room is available for parties.
them out to God's house.
The men also learn leadership, on the students' general outlook.
to a distant state for embarkaMalcolm McConnell and wife
Sunday, August 3, is home- tion training of thirty days. Then of Newport News, Virginia, vis- drill and command, instructor Library attendants report a deOpen daily and Sunday, 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
coming or "Gathering Day" at he comes home on furlough, then ited relatives and friends here training, administration, ;imply mand for serious reading. "Lee's
's
overseas. He says he likes the Friday. They were enroute to and other pertinent information. Lieutenants," Gen. Eisenhower
Hawkins, of Princeton.
last "Crusade in Europe," and similar
established
was
school
The
fine.
Air
Force
Army
Princeton for a vacation.
Mrs. D. W, Satterfield, Miss
Gen. I. volumes are preferred.
Mrs. Tilford Ladd, Mike and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carrington Oct. 17 on orders of Maj.
Blanche Oliver and Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. HemIngway are vacationing Ronnie Ladd, Billy Morse and R. moved into their new, modern
for two weeks in Denver; Colo- T. Thomas spent one evening last home on the Cerulean ^oad last
rado. They will visit' Mrs. Satter- week at Pennyrile Park fishing Wednesday. Boyd Wade and Son,
and swimming.
Princeton, contractors, completed
field's sister while there.
Mrs. Mattie Cartwright spent the beautiful home on Tuesday.
Mr s. Hershel Drennan underA. J. Rascoe and family ot Owwent a major operation at the a recent evening with Mrs. Tillie
ensboro were visitors in the MarJennie Stuart hospital last week. Pickering.
Little Jeff and Lou Ann Rod- tin home here Sunday.
Reports are that she is doing fine
Jimmy Dale Adams, Gary, Inand hopes to return home this man spent Friday nig'Ist with
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. diana, is here for a two weeks'
week.
visit with his mother, Mrs. Elnora
Mrs. F. A. Lewis visited friends Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Ladd have Adams.
in Hopkinsville one day last
Mrs. Winifred Duke Peterman
returned to their home in CarOur years of "know- week.
There was a big crowd at the bondale, Illinois, after a week's left here Sunday night for her
how" are yours for the dedication of the Eddy Creek visit to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Nich- home in Texas after an extended
visit with relatives and friends.
Sunday and a bountiful ols and other friends here.
asking. Take advan- Church was
Thinking of Insulating Your Home?
Word-has been received here
spread at the noon
Mrs. Novella Cartwright called
dinner
on Mrs. T. A. Ladd one everting of the wedding of Miss Maria
There is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
tage of new low prices. hour.
Reuther of Frankfut Germany,
Rev. L. J. Knoth and Brother this weeek.
Coidspot, Kelvinator, Montgomery Ward, Servel and WestingWe'll help you get Pendergraph were the speakers.
to Thomas Martin of Cobb. Thomhouse and a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
Curley top is a disease affecting as is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ForSunday school attendance was
It is guaranteed for the life of the building against settling
your plans in action 123.
est Martin and has been stationed
sugarbeets in the northwest.
and losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
OUR EXPERT ADVICE
The world's largest valve—a ro- at Frankfurt for the last three
Mrs. Sidney Oliver visited in
Yes, the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.
NOW.
IT
WILL HELP
tovalve—is installed just outside Years.
Wallonia Sunday.
PHONE 2061-62
Mrs. Wylie Brown and George the west portal of the Moffat tun•
The Potomac riverfront section
Brown were dinner guests of Mr. nel in Colorado. It controls the
0,BERKLEY
C.,
,
has
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D.
of
Becky
and
Washington
transBrown
in
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of
water
entire flow
and Mrs. Jack
Phone 275
Paducah
1723 Broadway
mountain diversion through the known as liamburg and Funks.
of Clarksville, Tennessee.
the
to
town.
tunnel to Denver. .
We extend our sympathy
Henry Hartigan family in the loss
of their mother and grandmother, Mrs. Sallie Hartigan, who died
July 29 at the Jennie Stuart hopital, Hopkinsville.
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ugt. t

dwell
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(By Dr. W. L. Cash)
School days are just around the
calendar for Kentucky school
children. Many children in CaldWell county will be entering
school for the first time and It is
particularly important that these
boys and girls should be immunized against the diseases of child-

News Happenings Lebanon News
At Eddy Creek
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WEST KY. ROOFING CO

with
James Cagney and
George Raft

Sun. - Mon.
"CITY ACROSS THE
RIVER"
with
Stephen McNally
—Added—
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with
Robert Hutton,
Joyce Retnoids and
Janis Paige
—AddedColor Cartoon
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ROGER

SILVE

A real bathing beauty—and a
laondry and dishwashing beauty, too!

Tower-Parked Silver Streak Engines—
Choice al Six or Right
Life
Renowned Road Ilerord for Erotica's., and Long

Mrs. America's barbing beauty is the safe,
dependable, modern automatic electric water
beater that delivers HOT water, whenevet
it's needed, at the turn of a faucet.

The Most Retinal's! Thing on Wheels

For the happiest miles of your life!

In summer, more than any other time,rut
home really needs hot water. Not only for
more baths and showers, but for those heaps
of soiled summer clothes and increased daily
deaning tasks. That's when you'll discover
the real beauty of your electric water heater.
Fully automatic, safe, completely insulated, your electric water heater is hot inside,
remains cool outside so that you can install
It even in the kitchen if you like.

Put yourself behind the wheel of
a wonderful new Pontiac and di,.
cover how deeply satisfying it is
to drive a car so beautiful, so thoroughly dependable. so truly economical.Just give a Pontiac plenty
of exercise and it will give you the
happiest miles of your life!

DollarforDo/lair

Buy yours from your dealer today!

you can't beat a

CHM

M. & S. MOTOR & Implement Co
201 E. Market St.

Be sure you get one large enough for your
family—then install it and forget it. Remember—on our low off-peak water heating rates
you can have plenty of hot water for a family
of four for as little as II cents a day.

Phone 3163
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Farmersville News

well County Board of Education
1, 1949 to June 30, 1950

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown and
son, Bob; attended a fish-fry,
sponsored by the Wild Life Club
at Kuttawa Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McNeely
of Clinton, Ind., are visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. McNeely.
-Mrs.'
Nannie Pideock haa re
turned how from the hospitel.
H e r condition is reported ii-

proved.
Mrs. LaDonna Sigler is improving after an appendectomy Saturday.
Miss Ercell Jane Egbert, Bowling Green, is spending her vacation at the home of her parents,
and Mrs. IC A. Egbeek--Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McChesney,
Paul Watson and Albert Asher attended services at Walnut Grove

Sunday night.
Mrs. Fred Lutz, Charlestown,
Ind., visited in the homes of H.
A. Egbert and J. W. Mr-Chesney
last week.
The revival here is under way.
The public is invited to attend.
,
' The retclitton Of Mrs: Ida /tat*
per is improved. She is expectad
to return home about September 1.
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PANTIES

CREPE SLIPS

ONE GROUP MEN'S
WHITE BROADCLOTH

SHIRTS

New Shipment -- 80 Square

$1.98

PRINTS

SIZES 14 TO 17

69

One Group
GINGHAM-CHAMBRAY
SUITING

YD.

MANY PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM

•

HOSE

$1.00

INFANTS' COTTON
TRAINING

-

PANTS
LIMIT - 6 PAIRS

LADIES' RAYON
JERSEY GOWNS
Asst. Colors.
LFLOWER"
LACE TRIMMED SLIPS

with
rt Hutton.
Reynolds and
is Paige
AddedCartoon

Yers have overstocked
several items and we
warehouse space. The
has authorized our giveither of the gifts
low_ahsolutely FREE
ft any `55.00 order for
dise! A tip: order
of merchandise and re1 three gifts! Please
gift with order. Offer
August 25th, 1950. Alweeks for delivery.

East action lens, fixed focus
from 5 feet to infinity, 8 pictures per roll, modern, eye level view -finder, removable back
for rapid loading, black plastic
construction. Yours free, complete with carrying case.

- - - SERVICE FOR 8
2-piece Rogers Brothers service for eight includes 16
Its. 8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 oval soup spoons,
11) tablespoons, I butter knife and I sugar spoon.
s have hollow handles, forged blades and all pieces are
reed at greatest points-of *ear. This set includes a
s guarantee against defects in workmanship. Engraved
Initials at no extra charge. Set complete in all-wood,
rnish chest with velvet lining. A cleaning kit is in-

SILVERPLATE COFFEE
SET--

CHINAWARE DISH SET-Complete

This fine 5-pc. coffee set is
both beautiful and durable.
Elaborate border artistically
crafted on silverplate over copper base. Includes 8 cup coffee
pot, 6 cup tea pot, sugar and
creamer and 13x22 serving
tray. Yours free!

53 pieces in dainty floral sprays
of subdued tints! Exquisite,
fragile beauty this set is lovely
In traditional or colonial setting. Soft, pink, gray lavender and green decoration.
Ivory colored background.
Yours free.

These 15 denier, 52 gauge, seam-free, better fitting nylons
came with the manufacturer's guarantee of a year's wear or
you'll be refunded double your money back and given two
new pair of nylons. These first quality, full-fashion, allnylon hose are available in all sizes and colors. Very fine
knit by new process, gives superlative clearness. Triple inspection and reinforcement. These glamorous nylons come
to you, along with the 1-year written guarantee at a moder
ate price you can afford' Specify size and color.

Pastels

NEW SHIPMENT
LADIES' AND MISSES'

DRESSES

$1.00

GOOD QUALITY
0-INCH UNBLEACHED

SHEETING
INE FOR QUILT LININGS
AND CURTAINS

MEN'S BANDANA

INFANTS'
FINE BATISTE

HANDKERCHIEFS

DRESSES

5 for $1.00

WHITE AND PASTEI.S

araitaitammitinamminoniumminiunsisiitili

CHICKEN FRYER
- - - WITH COPPER BOTTOM
6-euart pressure cooker will cook beef stew in 9 mintatoes in 7 minutes and fresh peas in 60 seconds.
to operate,. this cooker is ideal for quicker, cooler,
Canning, preparing large meals, sterilizing bottles and
Other varied tasks. Save on time, fvel and food bills
his cooker, made by one of the nation's largest manurs of
kitchenware. Your road to happier kitchen hours
oderate price, too!

stainless steel and
This chicken fryer is constructed of durable
features:
has a copper bottom for longer wear. Look at these
fryer will hold 2 large chickens, domed cover seals in moisbeaded
ture, bakelite knobs save fingers, cover has tight
rims.
rime, no sharp edges and pan has flat, triple-thick rolled
Hanging rims are includtd on handle. Now every housewife
chicken!
and mother can serve tempting, pleasing fried

- $398
MERICAN JEWELERS

inplete

Order
Now

•ORDER BY MAIL•
Lincoln, Nebr.
ORDER BY MAIL•
ORDER, NO C.O.D.'s•
•CASH, CHECK OR MONEY

36 INCH OUTING
WHITE - BLUE - MAIZE

MEN'S FINE
QUALITY COTTON
MEN'S PRINT

SHORTS
FULL CUT
SANFORIZED 2 for $1.00

WORK HOSE

rsda , Au ust 10, 1

KY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUC

Dawson Road

In Memoriam

- Local Girl Heard On
National Broadcast;
Met President Truman
Miss Catherine Hopper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper,
returned from Washington, D.C.,
Friday where she had attended
Girls Nation during Ow preceding
week. "It was not the meeting of
President Truman or other, national officiate 'which impressed
me most, but the unity of spirit
and cooperatioge which prevailed
between 98 girls of all nationalities and religious faiths who
came from the 48 states and the
Canal Zone," Miss Hopper said.
Catherine was one of 18 girls
chosen from the 98 delegaebs to
make a recording which was rebroadcast over a national radio
hookup Sunday night on "The
Voice of America" program. The
Girls Nation program is sponsored by the American Legion Auxiliary.
Souvenirs of Kentucky Lake
were prepared by the local American Legion and presented by Miss
Hopper to girls from the other
states as well as officials and
. visitors at the meeting. The Souvenirs attracted much favorable
attention and Miss Hopper was
surprised to find that many of
the girls from distant states were
not familiar with the world famous Kentucky Dam.
Those attending Girls Nation
were guests at sessions of the
Senate and House and met several of the officials in the national governmnet, including General Johnson, General Parke, Attorney General Howard McGrath and President Truman.
Miss Hopper was a guest of Senator Virgil Chapman Friday following the close of Girls Nation.
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Deaths & Funerals

Classified Ads

There will be a graveyard
cleaning at the Pool Cemetery,
Friday, August 18. It is an annual
event.

Revival

The friends and supporters of Gov.
Earle C. Clements sincerely thank
you ;or the splendid margin of victory accorded him in the Democratic

Your continued support and influence is solicited in the November general election.
CALDWELL COUNTY CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

Pd. Pol. adv.
Paul Jones Morse - James Catlett, Co-Chairmen

HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. box
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
tall can
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
No. 300 can

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE: 3 FOR SALE: One Ford-Ferguso*
houses and lots on South Har1945 model, new paint job, new
rison street. See Mrs. A. P.
tires on rear, $895 with stick-in
5-1tp.
Sims at 215 So. Harrison.
transmission. With new implements $1,495, plow, disc,
Westold
-year
-3
40
SALE:
FOR
cultivator. PPool Tradtor &
ern ewes; one 3-year old South6-1tc
Implement Co.

HYDROX COOKIES, Sunshine
small box

16$:

ORANGE BEVERAGE,0 & C
46 oz. can

29

MASON JARS, Doz. pints 69c
Doz. quarts

79(

PEAS, Handy
No. 2 can

BABY FOOD, Heinz, asst. strained
2 for
4% oz. can

15(

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE. Silver River
No. 2 can

CONDENSED MILK, Borden Silver
Cow, tall can

10(

MACKEREL, Curtis Pacific
No. 1 tall can

SARDINES, Maine in oil or mustard
3 for
No. VI size
SARDINES, Eatwell, oval, mustard
or tomato sauce, 15 oz. Can
II & G WHITING

TUNA FISH, Nine Stars, imported
grated Wh. Meat, 6% oz. can 35c

TUNA FISH, Dice Brand
No. % can

CHERRIES, Glen Haven, red sour
pitted, No. 2 can

PEACHES, Rosedale, sliced in
No. 21,42 can
syrup
;a, College Inn

CORN, Morristown, Wh. Cream Style
2/
Co. Gent No. 2 can

25
191(
15
25
24k
29(
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guaranteed!
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WESTERN FLYER

BIKE BASKET

of buttermilk is as welcome during

Sleek modem streamlining;
smooth, trouble-free riding
comfort. Lightweight "lifetime" frames, sparkling chip.
proof enamel finish. Streamlined headlight, handy luglage carrier. Famous Davis
Deluxe balloon tires ... many
other extra features.
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summer days as a plunge in the fav-

FM.AM
• Extra Sensitive
phonograph
• Automatic
• Rich clear tone
• Mahogany veneer
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Ed Gresham, 76, a native of
Caldwell county, died Tuesday
morning at his home at Cobb,
Route 1, after a long illness. He
was a member of the Methodist
Church and the Masonic Lodge
at Lamaseo.
Fuiieral services are to be held
USED FURNITURE: A good selection of usable furniture at at 2 p.m. today at the Friendship
money saving prices. Furnish Church in Lyon county by the
your home for Ys or less the Rev. Henry Rolland. Burial is to
price of new furniture. FURNI- be in the Friendship Cemetery.
urvietifs include the wife,
TURE EXCHANGE, 1125.
Mrs. Josie Gresham; four daughrison St.
ters, Mrs. Melvin Beckner, DeFOR SALE: Iron-Fireman steel troit; Mrs. Carl Gray Lamasco;
stoker and blower attached. In Miss Bertha Gresham, Detroit,
excellent condition. Priced to and Miss Mary Lou Gresham,
sell. Must move at once. Phone Cobb; a son, Lewis Gresham, De2141 or write box 529, Prince- troit, and a brother, Jack Gres,
ton, Ky.
341 ham, Lamasco.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WV.JS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

Rich, colorful plaids in smooth-weave
genuine fiber. Harmonizing leatherette
trim, many other features for smart
styling and glove-like fit that suggests
"custom-mades"! Get yours today ,

Depoodable
TIRE PUMP

Ed Gresham

So cooling ... so refreshing ... so

two

Three E
Relativ

FOR SALE: At Leader office,
Remington Rand Duplicator
ink, stencil, correction fluid,
typewriter ribbon, carbon paper, also Remington Rand typewriters and, adding machine.

MEAT SPECIALS

$

Forme
Reside

Quartet To Present
Program At Fredonia

The Kentuckians, a quartet
from Paducah, will present I
program of gospel songs at the
Fredonia High School auditorium
Friday night, August 11 beginning at 8 p.m., under the sponsorship of the Fredonia American
Legion Auxiliary, a member of
the organization announced.
See
Buggy.
Baby
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6-1tp
ware store.
Virgil, Lillard and John Lason
Watson and Charles Crowell.
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